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SCAG/CALTRANS

PROGRAM

8:oo -8:30
Mark Pisano
Exo::uti" Dim::tor

Registration and Coffee

8:30- 8:45

Jim Gosnell
Director of Planning and Policy
Patrick Michell
Principal Planner

Introduction of course material: Course objectives;
Schedule of activities: Participant introductions.

8:45 - 10:00
Participants will identify key issues they are facing in the
implementation of the ISTEA-required management
systems. These issues will become the focus of subsequent
technical discussions.

Zahi Faranesh
Office of Planning Caltrans, District 7

10:00
COURSE INSTRUCTORS:
Danelsmart

Intennodal Planning Team I.t.adc:r
Faleml Highway Administration

Break

10:15 - 11:45
Organizing to Implement Management Systems in Your
Agency: Issues that decision makers need to know to
implement the management systems in their organization.

Michael D. Meyer

Professor
Georgia Institute of Technology

11:45 - 1:00
Lunch: Open discussion session

1:00 - 2:30
Introduction to the basic elements and performance
measures of management systems

2:30- 3:15
Identification and Evaluation of Strategies

Break

3:30 - 4:00
Implementation and Feedback

4:00 - 4:30
Summary and Discussion

Closing Remarks
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INTRODUCTION

•

The Intermodal Surface Transportation
Efficiency Act (ISTEA) provided many new
challenges to transportation planning and
decision making. One of these challenges is
implementing a performance-based planning
process based on the use of management
systems. The purpose of this course is to
introduce three of these systems: the
congestion management system, the
intermodal management system, and the
public transportation management system.

planning and decision making process. The
course is designed to provide participants
with the following information:

The course is designed for managers who
will be responsible for developing and using
these three systems in the transportation

• Identification of Strategies

• Understanding of Transportation System
Performance
• Organizing Your Agency To Implement
The Management Systems
• Developing Performance Measures

• Evaluation and Feedback

Notes:

,~'"')
'• ftt.~~... /
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COURSE OBJECTIVES

~--.

The !STEA-mandated management systems
are a major point of departure from the
approach toward transportation planning that
has occurred in most transportation agencies
over the past decades. While some of the
management systems, e.g., the pavement,
bridge and safety management systems, have
been used in many agencies for years, there
has been little experience with the other
required management systems, i.e., the
congestion, intermodal, and public
transportation management systems. The
purpose of this course is thus to introduce
the key concepts associated with these three
management systems. In particular, the
course is designed to answer many of the
questions that managers might have in
putting· these systems in place in their
organi7.ation.

The course objectives are intended to
provide an understanding of the:

After taking this course, it is expected that
participants will have a good working
knowledge of what these management
systems are intended to accomplish;
legislative and regulatory requirements; the
basic elements of the systems; the
interrelationship between the management
systems, transportation systems plan and
decision making; the steps needed to
implement each system; and the resources
that might be required.

The following schedule presents the overall
structure of the course. The intent of this
course, however, is to make the material as
useful to the participants as possible. ·The
first session in the course therefore is
intended to identify the key issues that the
participants are facing in implementing the
three management systems.
From this
discussion, the major topics to be covered in
the remaining portions of the course will be
determined. The sessions in the afternoon
are intended to present a . structured.
discussion of three key issues that are
critical for the successful implementation of
the management systems. If these topics are
covered in the morning's session, substitute ·
topics of interest to the participants will be
presented.

• Legislative and regulatory requirements
for the management systems

•

• Basic elements of the three management
systems
• Relationship among the management
systems, and between the management
systems, the transportation systems
plan and decision making
• Types of strategies that could result from
the management systems
• Steps necessary to implement the three
systems

· ~·
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COURSE OUTLINE AND SCHEDULE

8:30-8:4S

Introduction

Introduction of course material; Course objectives; Schedule of
activities; Participant introductions.
Participants will identify key issues they are facing in the
implementation of the ISTEA-required management systems.
These issues will become th.e focus of subsequent technical
discussions. Some of the topics could include:

8:45 to
10:00

- Importance of intermodal movement of people and goods
- Characteristics/elements of such movements
- Illustrations of transportation agency applications of
intermodal, congestion, and public transit management
systems and bow they can meet the performance-based
planning and decision-making needs of transportation
agencies
- Key lessons that one needs to keep in mind as the different
management systems are being developed

Identifying Key Issues

Appreciation of the interconnections of the transportation system
and an understanding of what performance-based planning is (and
what role management systems can play in such planning)
10:00 to
10:15

Break
. Issues that decision makers need to know to implement the
management systems in their organization.

10:15 to
11:45

Organizing to
Implement
Management Systems
in Your Agency

Management Systems for Managers

- The basic requirements of the planning/management
system regulations and the relationship to systems
planning
- The types of resqurces needed to develop a certifiable
management system
- The interrelatipnsbips among the six management
systems and their importance in implementing a
coordinated agency approach
- Examples of bow the management systems can be used
in planning, decision making and programming
- Basic elements of an organization-wide implementation .
perspective
- Case studies of how some states have approached
implementation

S~ion 1: Introduction
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COURSE OUTLINE AND SCHEDULE

1:00-2:30

Basic Elements
Performance
Measures

- lnttoduction to the basic elements of management systems;
Focus on the imponant role that performance or asset
measures have in the three management systems under
consideration.
- Examples of performance measures for the congestion
management and intermodal management systems and of the
asset measures for the public transit management system.
- Data required to implement these performance measures and
typical data sources.
- Identification of the potential use of these performance
measures as they relate to the type of issues that can be
addressed or the types of problems they can identify.
- The types of measures used in an agency relates directly to the
types of decisions that must be made by the agency decision
makers.

2:30 to
3:15

Identification and
Evaluation of Strategies

3:15 to
3:30

Break

3:30 to

Implementation and
Feedback

4:00
·4:00 to
' 4:30

.. ..

Summary and Discussion

- Illustration of the different types of strategies that can be
considered as pan of the management systems.
- Typology of strategies that can be considered for each
management system. Strategies can satisfy more than one
management system issue, and thus the need for interrelating
the management systems and their outputs, Different types of
analysis and evaluation techniques can be used in the
evaluation of these strategies.
- Relationship between the management systems process and
systems planning as the basic point of departure for discussion
of the types of strategies that are relevant to each management
system application.

- Implementation aspects of the identified strategies for each of
the management systems and the imponance of feedback for
monitoring strategy effectiveness and system performance.
- Summary of the key points made during the course.
- Requirements of ISTEA and the different means of
accomplishing them.
- Timeframe for response and possible sanctions.
- Your reaction to course material and comments on your
situation and what steps you need to take to implement, or
enhance existing, management systems.

Management Systems for Managers
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WHAT IS APPROPRIATE FOR YOUR PROCESS
AND AGENCY?

..!""'·"•,.,
,\._H-4-'"/
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SESSION 2

LEGISLATIVE AND REGULATORY
BACKGROUND

Management Systems for Managers

S~ion 2: Legislative/Regulatory Background
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LEGISLATIVE AND REGULATORY BACKGROUND
Of the many planning opportunities and
challenges presented to transportation
agencies inherent in ISTEA, the most
important is likely to be the development
and use of six management systems. These
systems are intended to provide the
information on the condition and
perfonnance of the existing and future
transportation systems that can be used by
decision makers to determine the most cost
effective investment strategies. In addition,
the ISTEA requires that the needs identified
by these management systems be considered
in the development of statewide
transportation plans and improvement
programs.

,I- •• ~·· '

role or the manaae,nent mtems is
thus to develop the infonpation and the
stratemes to improve the perfnm,qce of
The

the emting and future tramportation
srstems and to provide iQput to the
planning procmes for consideration at
the systems level,

The purpose of this session is to provide an
overview of the legislative and regulatory
background for the ISTEA management
systems. This background is a critical
point-of-departure for understanding the
structure and use of these systems.

•

.U
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Common Characteristics...
• Tailored to meet State, regional, or local goals, policies and resources.
• States responsible for having procedures for coordination of development,
establishment, implementation, and operation of management systems.
-Oversight process for adequate resources and target dates met
-Coordinated data use
-Issues of overlap among management systems
• State will cooperate _with MPO's, local officials, affected agencies and
others having responsibility for operation of affected transportation systems
·or facilities. State may enter into agreements to develop, establish, and
implement management systems.
• Results shall be considered 'in development of metropolitan and statewide
transportation plans and improvement programs and in making project
decisions.
• Must include appropriate means to evaluate the effectiveness of
implemented actions developed through use of that system.
• Effectiveness of the management systems in enhancing transportation
investment decisions and improving overall efficiency of the State's
transportation systems shall be evaluated periodically, preferably as part
of the metropolitan and statewide planning processes~

-....
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INTERMODAL MANAGE:MENT SYSTEM (IMS)
The Intermodal Management System (IMS)
is a systematic process that provides, on a
· continuing basis, efficient, safe, and
convenient movement of people and goods
through the integration of transportation
facilities and systems, and that improves the
coordination in planning, and
implementation of air, water, and various
land-based transportation facilities and
systems. The ™S will be a challenge to
many State DOT's in that such a
management system has never before been
defined or used at the State level, and that
many of the ™S elements, for example,
data. collection, relies on data sources that
could be difficult to obtain. As is true for
the CMS, the ™S considers the movement
of both people and goods. And because of

close interrelationships among the three, the
development of the IMS is to be coordinated
with the development of the PTMS and
CMS.
The Intermodal Management System (IMS)
is a systematic process of, 1) identifying key
linkages between one or more modes of
transportation, where the performance or use
of one mode will affect another, 2) defining
strategies for improving the effectiveness of
these modal interactions, and 3) evaluating
and implementing these strategies to enhance
the overall perfonnanc:e of the transportation
system.

A systematic process of:
• Identifying key linkages between one or more modes of transportation,
where the performance or use of one mode will affect another,
• Defining strategies for improving the .effectiveness of these modal
interactions, and
• Evaluating and implementing these strategies to enhance the overall
performance of the transportation system.

Management Systems for Managers
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IMS Components
Identification of Intermodal Facilities
Identification of Performance Measures
Data Collection and System Monitoring
System and Facility Efficiency Evaluation
Strategy and Action Identification and Evaluation

Jntermodal Facility
• Highway access to terminals, ports, and. airports
• Trucking terminals
• Rail terminals
• Transit stations
• Park and ride lots

Intermodal System
•
•
•
•

TransportatioI) network
Public and private infrastructure,
Moving people and goods
Using various combinations of modes

Management Systems for Managers
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Delivery a11d Collection

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

SI r11ch1rnl vca·lical clearance rm· douhlcslacklng
aud ntilroad cledriOcalion.
Slruclnrnl inlcgrlly and remaining paveme11I
lil"c or highway access lo inlcrmoclnl facililics.
Hridgc wcighl 1·eslridfons•
llorizmdal radii llmllh1g ln1ck movemenls to
lnlennodal facilllles.
I .lmited pedestrian crossings of major arterials
and limited access facllilics.

Safm

Arrrulhilili

Cll

a.8 ••
.. •
N

l'assenger feeder systems to hltennodal
facllltles.
Land-side access to airports and harbors •
Freight delivery at major ce11ters or activily.
1'nack delivery and loading Interference wUh
street t ra me .
Peak and off-peak delivery or freight.
A vallablllty or park and ride lots.

Acccssihilily time and cost lo lnlermodal facllllies •
Acccssihlllly to bike a"d trail facilities.
Dcslgnaled tn,ck ro11tes •

•
•
•

lllghway-Rallroad crossing safety.
Bicycle & Pedestrian Safety •
Hazardous materials shipment.

1'.rnn~kruhililt...Und Coordhml Ion

l&ul & Reaulatory

•

•

•
•
•
•

l\·lovemenl lnlerference between modes at highwayrailroad crossings.
Movement Interference between modes at hl1hwaywatetway crossin1s.
Congestion and delays created by drayap •
Passenger transfer delays between modes.
lllghway-ferry boat transfer delays.

•
•

User fees and subsidization of transportation
modes. ·
Tmck weight llmltatlons•
Llablllty or frel1bt rall llnes ror transit

usa1e.
•
•

Tmck route restrictions.
State multlmodal tmst funds & funds ellalblllty.

I

Economics & _,1ronmenta1
•
•
•·

(

..

Economic .tradeoffs between modes and combinations or modes.
Air, nolse, ·and wetland Impacts or lntennodal racllltles.
Eco11omic impact or railroad abandonment.

)
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Compliance
October 1, 1994:

• Work Plan Developed
• Intermodal Facilities Inventoried
• Data Collection Begun

October 1, 1995:

• Performance Measures Established
• System Design Completed or Underway
• Full-Scale Data Collection Underway

October 1, 1996:

• IMS Fully Operational
• Develop Strategies to be Evaluated
Within the Planning Process for Inclusion
in the Transportation Plan and the TIP/STIP

0
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CALIFORNIA IMS DEVELOPMENT
• Be developed in consultation with various agencies, the private sector
and other interested parties
• Be integrated and/or compatible with the planning processes, data,
methodologies and systems of state and regional agencies
• Provide a mechanism for making corridor and system level
improvement decisions:
- quantifiable intermodal data
inventory
- database
- analysis methodology
- forecasting capability
- evaluation
• Provide information for inclusion in the California Transportation Plan
• Provide intermodal performance measurement
,information for monitoring purposes. .

•

Multimodal

•

Volume

•

Connectivity

•

Interregional Travel

•

Rural and Urban

Management Systems for Managers .
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CONGESTION MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
The Congestion Management System
(CMS) is a systematic process that
provides information on transportation
system performance and alternative
strategies to alleviate congestion and
enhance mobility of persons and goods. It
is important in this definition to note the
emphasis both on alleviating congestion as
wellas on enhancing mobility. In
addition, the CMS is intended to provide
improvements for both the movement of
people and goods movement.

:Each of these observations has important
implications in the way the CMS is
established. For example, one of the
critical tasks in establishing a CMS
becomes deciding early on what measures
of system performance will be used as a
triggering mechanism to define system
deficiencies-congestion measures, mobility
measures, or both?.
A CMS will result in the identification and
implementation of strategies that provide
the most efficient use of existing and
future transportation facilities in all areas
of the State, including metropolitan and
non-metropolitan areas where congestion is
occurring or is expected to occur.

A systematic process of:
• Identifying and implementing strategies that provide the most efficient
use of existing and future transportation facilities in all areas of a
State ... where congestion is occurring or expected to occur.
• Considering strategies that reduce single-occupant vehicle travel and
improve existing transportation system efficiency.

Management Systeim for Managers
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SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS ....

For Planning...
•

• All transportation corridors or facilities with existing or potential
recurring congestion shall be part of a continual assessment process.

• In transportation management areas (TMA's), those areas over 200,000
population, the CMS shall be part of the metropolitan planning process.
• Where addition of general purpose lanes will occur, incorporate special
features into project that will facilitate future demand management and
operational improvement strategies.
• CMS shall be developed in coordination with IMS and PTMS.

For Relationship to Air Quality ...
• Entire metropolitan planning area to be included in the CMS for TMA's
that are nonattainment for carbon monoxide and ozone.
• For carbon monoxide and ozone nonattainment areas, the CMS will
provide appropriate levels of analysis for all reasonable travel demand
reduction and operational management strategies where SOV capacity
will be increased.
• Other TOM and operational management strategies appropriate for the
corridor shall be identified through the CMS.
• CMS strategies in nonattainment areas shall be developed in
coordination with the transportation control measures of the State
Implementation Plan.

Management Systems for Managers
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STRATEGIES
• Transportation demand management
•

• Traffic operational improvements
• High occupancy vehicle measures
• Public transit capital and operational improvements
• Nontraditional modes (e.g., bicycles and pedestrian
facilities)
• Congestion pricing
• Growth management and activity center strategies
• Access management techniques
• Incident management
• Intelligent Vehicle-Highway System technologies
• Addition of general purpose lanes

Management Systems for Managers
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METHODS TO MONITOR ANO
EVALUATE PERFORMANCE

CONGESTION MANAGEMENT

MOBILITY MANAGEMENT
MONITOR ANO EVALUATE

PERFORMANCE

MElliOOS TO IDENTIFY
ALTERNATIVE ACTIONS

METHODS TO ASSESS

AlTERNATIVE ACTIONS

METHODS TO EVALUATE
THE EFFECTIVENESS OF
IMPLEMENTED STRATEGIES

EVALUATE THE

EFFECTIVENESS OF

IMPLEMENTED STRATEGIES
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EXAMPLE OF CONGESTION MANAGEMENT
SYSTEMS APPROACH (Vancouver, WA)

Identify Perfol'fflllnce
M...u,..

and Standards

Evaluata
Performance of

ltemattv.

TIP
LAP
SIP
LAP - Long Range Plan
SIP- S t a t e • ~ Plan

so.awe«;
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Compliance
October 1, 1994:

• Work Plan Developed
• Most Critical Areas Identified
• Data Collection Initiated

October 1, 1995:

• In Nonattainment Areas, Fully Operational
CMS
• Shall Provide Projects/Programs For
Plans and Programs
• In All Other Areas, System Design
Completed or Underway
• Full-Scale Data Collection Underway

October 1, 1996:

• CMS Fully Operational
• Develop Strategies to be Evaluated
Within the Planning Process for
Inclusion in the Transportation Plan·
and the TIP/STIP

··- · ·
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Compliance
October 1, 1994:

• Work Plan Developed
• Most Critical Areas Identified
• Data Collection Initiated

October 1, 1995:

• In Nonattainment Areas, Fully Operational
CMS
• Shall Provide Projects/Programs For
Plans and Programs
• In All Other Areas, System Design
Completed or Underway
• Full-Scale Data Collection Underway

October 1, 1996:

\

• CMS Fully Operational
• Shall Provide Projects/Programs For
Plans and Programs

)

~
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Public Transportation Management System (PTMS)

-.

.....

The Public Transportation Management
System (PTMS) is a systematic process that
colle.cts and analyzes information on the
condition and cost of transit assets on a
continual basis. Transit assets are defined
as public transportation facilities such as
maintenance barns, rail stations, equipment,
rolling stock, etc. The PTMS can be
developed to provide input into the strategic
identification and timing of capital
investments, provide the most cost-effective
set of strategies given limited budgets, and
gain a better understanding of the tradeoffs
between capital and maintenance decisions.

The purpose of the PTMS is thus to provide
decisionmakers with the information to
select cost effective strategies for providing
and maintaining transit assets in a
serviceable condition.

•

Establishing the PTMS will require close
cooperation with the transit operators in the
State. As was the case for the CMS and the
IMS, the development of the PTMS shall be
coordinated with these other management
systems.

A sy~ematic process that results in:
• A comprehensive inventory of a .State's rural and urban transit facilities
and equipment.
• The means to assess current and future conditions and needs, identify
statewide major asset deficiencies, and determine when and where to
allocate funding to meet statewide goals and objectives for the provision
of public. transportation services.
• When coordinated with the IMS and CMS, the means to generate strategies
for consideration in statewide and metropolitan transportation planning
processes.

And at State discretion ...
• A mechanism for developing maintenance and replacement policies
• A decisionmaking mechanism for allocation of statewide discretionary
funding (e.g., Flexible Funds, Sections 16 and 18, Section 9
apportionment)
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Compliance

October 1, 1994:

• Work Plan Developed

October 1, 1995:

• Condition Measures Established
• Data System Structure Established
• Data Collection Underway

October 1, 1996:

• PTMS Fully Operational
• Develop Strategies to be Evaluated
Within the Planning Process for
Inclusion in the Transportation Plan and
the TIP/STIP

0
Management Systems for Managers
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Compliance
October 1, 1994:

• Work Plan Developed

October 1, 1995:

• Condition Measures Established
• Data System Structure Established
• Data Collection Underway

October 1, 1996:

• PTMS Fully Operational
• Shall Provide Projects/Programs For
Plans and Programs
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P1MS Work Plan
State of Georgia
Page5

Fipre 1- PTMS and Transportation Plannin1

Identify Transit Delivery
Goals and Ob ectlves
Identify Management
S tem Elements

Inventory Capital
Assets
.

Congestion and
lntennodal
.Management

Detitrmine

Systems

·lh:onstralrlcd

Planning Process
Available Rescuces
Conplli,g Needs

Foon~

FinanciaRy Constrained

L

Ra

Plan

Financially
Constra ned TIP/STIP

\
• l

'
;

..
1..-

z., ca)

Needs

Attachment A
Standard, and Measures proposed for Evaluating the Condition of Transit Assets

1

Asset Type

Measures

Rolling stock

Age, miles, safety,

Standards

.

efficiency, reliability,
capacity

..
.

Will vary by type of vehicle, from 40 years, 1,000,000 miles
for rail cars to 5 years, 100,000 miles for automobiles.
Safety, efficiency, and reliability standards will be
established later. The capacity standard, in terms of projected
ridership, will vary according to type of vehicle.
Manufacturer's rated seating and standing capacity will be
used .

Buildings

Age, safety, efficiency,
capacity

Standard will be 40 years, adjusted for safety, efficiency.

3

Appurtenances

Age, safety, efficiency,
reliability, capacity

Standards will vary with type of appurtenance, will be
established in accordance with industry/manufacturers
expected useful life, and adjusted for safety, efficiency,
reliability and capacity.

4. ·

Essential system

Age, safety, efficiency,
reliability, obsolescence

Standards vary with type of system , will be established in
accordance with industry/manufacturers ._pected useful life,
and adjusted for safety, efficiency, reliability and
obsolescence.

Age, safety, efficiency,
reliability

Standards will be established in accordance with
manufacturers expected useful life, and adjusted for safety,
efficiency, and reliability.

Age, safety, efficiency ,
capacity.

Standard will be 20 years, adjusted for safety and efficiency.

5

.Street furniture

6

Street assets

.,t

■

•
•
•
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'
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3

STATE EXAMPLES

.
~-

•

WISCONSIN
Three major categories of assets:
--Rolling Stock Depending on Size of System:
(individual vehicles for small systems and
classification for larger systems)
--Facilities: Physical Structures
--Equipment: $5,000 per unit cost

•

MINNESOTA
Condition Criteria of Vehicle Used for Ranking
--Formula Weights (50% annual mileage;
25% age; and 25% body chassis rating)
--Involving All Carriers With Vehicles Over
15 Passengers

'l - 1.b (d._)

•

FLORIDA
Assets To Be Included
--Roll.ing Stock (Revenue and Non Revenue
Vehicles)
--Buildings
--Essential Systems (fare collection systems
and computer systems)
--Street Furniture and Assets
Standards and Measures for Evaluation

Panidpan1's Notebook

OREGON PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION PLAN
1. Description and Inventozy
• Inventory service and providers
• Describe current service levels
• Review/describe state/federal policies/guidelines

2. Public Tranmort3tion Manaiement
• Inventory
• Condition survey
• Deterioration model
• Action, cost model
3. Vision and Goals
• Review OTP, Benchmarks,
• Transportation Planning Rule
• Review current system
characteristics, conditions

System
• Performance measures
• Project selection criteria
• Cost and personnel estimate

• Stakeholder interviews
• Gallop Survey

4. Policies and Strateiies

....

\-,

.., '

• Review OTP
• Forecast future ridership
• System-wide issues
5. Pro.posed System
• Management and coordination
roles
• Performance measures
• Level of service standards
6. Action Plans
• Priorities
• ODOT, local agency roles
7. Public Participation Process
• Design process
• Advisory Committee
• Planning. Task Force

Management Systems for Managers

• Urban issues
• Intercity issues
• Rural issues
• Needs assessment
• Evaluate alternatives
• Develop propo~ system

• Strategies, actions, projects
• Financing requirements and plan
• Transportation providers, local
governments
• Public meetings, newsletters,
and surveys
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OREGON DOT PROJECT SCHEDULE
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l\llCIDGAN DOT PTMS DEVELOPMENT
PTMS Goals
• Maintain and improve the quality of public transportation
services statewide.
• Collect and systematically evaluate asset data.
• Support efforts to maximize available federal/state/local funding
resources to improve public transportation services. ·
• Support the decision process for selecting and providing cost
effective rolling stock, facilities, and equipment.
.
/I"""'¾
r

\"'"'

)

•

Meet and exceed ISTEA management system requirements.

• Full integration with all management systems and planning
process.
• Statewide electronic communication network including MDOT,
transit agencies,. and MPOs.

,..._,)
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SANCTIONS
Sanctions imposed if:
•

State fails to certify annually

•

Federal agencies determine that any management system is
not being implemented

Sanction:
•

Withhold up to 10 percent per year of Federal funds
apportioned to the State under Title 23 U .S.C. and to any
recipient of assistance under the Federal Transit Act

•

May be imposed Statewide, by subarea, for specific
categories of funds or types of projects or for specific
recipients of funds under the Federal Transit Act

WORK PLAN

•

Describes Systems

•

Identifies Major Activities

•

Assigns Responsibilities

•

Schedule

Management Systems for Managers
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SUMMARY
•

DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEMS

•

DIFFERENT STRUCTURES FOR
DIFFERENT ENVIRONMENTS

•

COMPLIANCESCHEDULE

.,,1.,•·•~ .·.•.

-.

V
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SESSION 3

ORGANIZING TO IMPLEMENT
MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

.___.,

Management Systems for Managers

Session 3: Organizing for Implementation

Parridpant's Notebook

---

ORGANIZING TO IMPLEMENT
MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
The ISTEA management systems are
intended to be decision .support systems,
feeding information into the systems
planning and investment decision making
processes. As such, these management
systems need to be designed to fit into the
decision making structure and information
flow and use in the organization. In many
ways, the management systems represent a
new way of doing business in the ISTEA
·era.

The purpose of this session is to provide an
overview of the strategies that can be used
to organi7.e an agency for implementing the
management systems. The session begins
by identifying the key issues that will likely
face the developers and users of the
mangement systems and gives examples of
how some states and MPO's are dealing
with these issues.

Notes:

'

j

.~
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IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY .

• Pressure from the environment, internal or external, for
change
• Strategic persons or parts of organization are "hurting"
• Some strategic people are willing to do a real diagnosis of
the problem
• There is leadership (consultant, key staff man, new line
executive)
·
• There is collaborative problem identification between line
and staff. people
• There is some willingness to take risks in trying new forms
or relationships
• There is a realistic, long-term perspective
• There is a willingness to face the data of the situation and to
work with it on changing the situation
• The system rewards people for the effort of changing and
improvement, in addition to rewarding them for short-term
results
• There are tangible intermediate results
--Warren Bennis

---Management Syste~ for Managers
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KEY ISSUES FOR AGENCY DECISIONMAKERS

• Overall Approach to Management Systems
• Relationship to Systems Planning
• Coordination/Integration Among Management
Systems
• Public Involvement
... •.--~-

• Appropriate Level of Effort

Management Systems for Managers
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ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES

.-·
APPROACH 1

APPROACH 2

DATA

POLICIES/PROGRAIII

•

t
DATA COLLECTION

DECISIONS

t

t

PERFORMANCE

INFORMATION

MEASURES

t

t

PERFORMANCE
MEASURES

DECISIONS

t
DATA

APPROACH

t

3

DATA COLLECTION

POLICIES/PROGRAMS

t
DECISIONS

>

CUSTOMERS

t
INFORMATION

t
PERFORMANCE
MEASURES

CUSTOMERS

t
CATA

t
DATA COLLECTION
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NEW YORK'S MANAGEMENT APPROACH

I

I Executive Steering Committee

· Project Coordin•tor

r-•·· .

r

BMS
Syatem
DeveloDer

PMS
Syatem
DeveloDer

CMS
System
DevelODH

PTMS
Syatem
DeveloDer

Structure•
Dlt1iaion

Pl•nning
Dit1iaion

Pl•nning
Oit1iaion

Tranait
Olt1iaion

L

I~:!.,
..,
I

Committee

PMS

CMS

PTMS

Technical
Committee

Technical
Committee

Technical
Committee
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TMS

IMS
System
Developer

SMS
Syatem
Developer

Commerci•I
Tranaport
Dlvlaion

Traffic•
Safety
Dlvlaion

Pl•nning
Dit1laion

SMS

TMS

Technical
Committee

Technical
Committee

IMS
Technical
· Committee
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CMS COMMITTEE RESPONSIBILITIES (FLORIDA)
Subcommittee 1: Overa/J Direction Setting for CMS Program

Issues
1.

Define where we want to go with program and how to get there

2.

Define precisely the goals and purpose of the CMS Task Team

3.

Define what requirements (reports, reporting procedures) are needed
to comply with FHWA/FfA regulations

4.

Emphasis of CMS designed for project implementation or provide information

5.

Define outputs of CMSs; which outputs are needed for other management
systems

6.

Define congestion (note overlap with Subcommittee 4)

7.

Should •mobility• or •congestion• be the focal point of CMS?

8.

Define where congestion exists (reoccurring and incident; note overlap with
Subcommittee 4)

9.

Define needs

10. How do CMS's fit in with the existing MPO long range process?
11. How do CMS's fit in with FDOT's existing planning process?
12. Determine what level of flexibility to allow
13. Relationship with air quality?
14. Relationship of other management systems with CMS?
15. What roads/system to address (FIHS, all state roads, all regionally significant
roads, all roads in MPO long range model)?
16. What areas to cover (which MPO boundary)?
17.

What training, symposium, technical assistance is desired?

Management Systems for Managers
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Subcommittee 2: Relationships among the State CMS, MPO CMSs, and
Local Government Concu"ency Management Systems
1.

Can an MPO CMS be the summation of local government
concurrency management systems?

2.

What is the relationship of the MPO CMS and local government
concurrency management systems?

3.

What is the relationship of the state CMS and MPO CMSs?

4.

Can the state CMS be the summation of MPO CMSs and local ·
government concurrency management systems?

5.

Do we need a state CMS?

6.

Should a statewide LOS determination process be established for a
total system comparison and for a consistent calculation process
throughout the state (note overlap with Subcommittee 3)?

7.

What should FDOT be reporting to the Legislature on the status of
the SHS (note overlap with Subcommittee 3)?

8.

Relationship of long range plans and corridor planning analyses
(note overlap with Subcommittee 2)?

9.

Drafting of Florida legislation to bring about compatibility of CMSs .
and concurrency management systems (note overlap with ·
Subcommittee 5)

r:i
'¾.:;,,.-~ -~-:•

10. What role do the RPC's play in CMS?
11. How does CMS relate to the current MPO planning processes?

0
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Subcommittee 3: Data Bases and Statewide Reponi.ng of LOS/Congestion

Issues
1.

How do the data needs for concurrency management systems relate
to MPO and state CMSs, highway performance monitoring system,
and to what FDOT reports to the Legislature?

2.

How do we make maximum use of existing data bases?

3.

What changes to RCI are needed?

4.

Should a statewide LOS determination process be established for a
total system comparison and for a consistent calculation process
throughout the state (note overlap with Subcommittee 2)?

S.

What should FDOT be reporting to the Legislature on the status of
the SHS (note ov~rlap .with Subcommittee 2)?

6.

How do CMS data needs relate to the Traffic Monitoring System?

7.

How will additional data be collected?

Management Systems for Managers
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Subcommittee 4: Corridor Analyses and Measurement Techniques

Issues

,.,,...

l.

Define congestion (note overlap with Subcommittee 1)

2.

Define where congestion exists (reoccurring and incident) (note overlap with
Subcommittee 1)

3.

Definition and development of acceptable levels of transportation performance

4.

Identification of measures to reduce congestion (reoccurring and incident)

5.

Identification of costs and effectiveness of possible strategies

6.

Identification of which corridors to address

7.

Identification of planning analysis tools to address congestion

8.

Relationship of long range plans and corridor planning analysis (note overlap
with Subcommittee 2)

9.

Should FOOT develop a "congestion" decision support system?

10. Is there a triggering device for defining congestion (e.g., highway LOS)?

' •·•, , ·

Subcommittee 5: Management and FDOT Implementation

Issues
1.

Development of FOOT procedures

2.

Integrating CMS into the work program instructions and production

3.

Drafting of Florida legislation to bring about compatibility of CMS's and
concurrency management

4.

Coordination of District ISTEA consultants with Systems Planning efforts

5.

Which planning office should maintain FDOT's CMS?

6.

How will CMS be certified annually?
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PROVIDING DIRECTION

FLORIDA'S PRINCIPLES
Principle 1:

The management systems should provide support to resource
allocation decisions.

Principle 2:

The results of the management systems should provide input into
programming and budgeting decisions.

Principle 3:

The results of the management systems should provide input into
long range planning and policy development.

Principle 4:

The development of the management systems should be based on
a "value added" approach.

Principle 5:

The performance measures for each management system should
be targeted on the most important information needs of the
Department.

Principle 6:

The management systems should interface where appropriate to
provide the best information to Department decision makers, and
to assure the most efficient operation of the management
systems.

Principle 7:

The management systems need to be developed in a way that
allows public (broadly defined) input and awareness of the
specific nature and purpose of the management systems.

··---·
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RELATIONSHIP TO SYSTEMS PLANNING

Statewide Transponation Planning Process shall consider....
• The transportation needs identified through the management
systems;
• Strategies for incorporating bicycle transportation facilities and
pedestrian walkways in appropriate projects;
• International border crossings and access to ports, airports,
intermodal transportation facilities, major freight distribution
routes, national parks, and historic sites, and military installations;
• Any metropolitan area plan;
• Transportation system management and investment strategies
designed to make the most efficient use of existing transportation
facilities;
• Methods to reduce traffic congestion and to prevent traffic
congestion from developing in areas where. it does not yet occur,
including methods which reduce motor vehicle travel, particularly
single-occupant motor vehicle travel;
• Methods to expand and enhance appropriate transit services-and to
increase the use of such services;
• Long range needs of the State transportation system for movement
of persons and goods;
• Methods to enhance the efficient movement of cqmmercial motor
vehicles;
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-Metropolitan Transponation Planning Process shall consider....
• The need to relieve congestion and prevent congestion from
occurring where it does not yet occur including:
- The consideration of congestion management strategies or
actions which improve the mobility of people and goods in all
phases of the planning process; and
-- In TMA' s, a congestion management system that provides for
effective management of new and existing transportation
facilities through the use of travel demand reduction and
operation management strategies;
• International border crossings and access to ports, airports,
intermodal transportation facilities, major freight distribution
routes, national parks, and historic sites, and military installations; .
• The likely effect of transportation policy decisions on land use and
development;
• Transportation needs identified through the use of management
systems
• Methods to expand and enhance appropriate .transit services and to
increase the use of such services;
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8ELATIONSHIP BE1WEEN MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
AND PLANNING (COLORADO)
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RELATIONSHIP BE1WEEN MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
AND PLANNING (FLORIDA)

l . ESTABUSH F'U'l'URE DIRECTIONS
1.1

1.1.1

I . I.%

1-1.:l
1.1.4

ANAl.!ZE P0UCY ENVIIIOllllllff

lCNaUfp S&aw I.aft • Pelicla9
ICNIIW,, , ....,..1 &.ft ,r Pelldn
lclnUfp Penn.,.· C.. 6 PelleNe
ICNal,fp Cllrnnl ~ Coala .. ""llo:in
I

3. DEVELOP RECJONAL & LOCAL PLANS
BMS/CMS/
PIIIS/PTIIS/
Ulftltecl

lo Local
1-

:AN

~ ~ Perfonnanee
Ea\allllu F'lalan ~ - """N Coqnllon Manacemeal S)'9teffl
Prepare llletfO!Nllllu Ana S,slffll Plan,
"""N Small Ar.a. Modal It Cornclor Plan•

T
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RELATIONSIIlP BETIVEEN MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
AND PLANNING (FLORIDA)
•

'
4. ADOPT PROGRAMS & BUDGETS
PREPARE LOCAL GOVERNMENT PROO

4.1.1
,U.2
4.1.3
4.1.4
4.1.5

Rmew Program & Budget Performance
Prepare Capital lmpro•emenl Programs
P!'epare Periodic Budgets
Adopt Capital lmprOYemenLs Programs
Ado t Bud ets
PREPARE OTHER PARTNERS' PROGRAMS & BUDGETS
Rmew Prop-am & Budcet Performance
P"P•" Capital lmproYement Pro1rams
Prepatt Periodic Bud11ets
AdOl)t Capilal lmprovemmt Programs
Ado t Bud ets

4.2
4.2.1

4.2.2
4.2.3
4.2.4

4.2.5

AU.

& BUDCETS

4.1

4.3 PREPARE MPO PROGRAMS
4.3.1
ReYtew Procnun & Budget Performance
4.3.2
Prepare TransportaUon lmprOYemenl Program
4.3.3
Prepare Unified Planning Work Program

MANAGEMENT
SYSTEMS

4.3.4
AdOl)t TranaporlaUon lmprOYemenL Program
4.3.5
Ado t Unified Plannin Work Pro 11m
4.4 PREPARE STATE ROGRAMS le BUDGETS
4.4.1
Re¥Jew Procram & Budget Performance
4.4.2
Prepan Tentati•e 5-Year Work Program
4.4.3
Prep•" Periodic Bud,:ets
4.4.4
Ado t Work Pro ram & Bud et
4.5
A TRANS
A ON IM OV M T
0
4.5.1
Review TenlaUYe Work Program. Programs of ·Partners
4.5.2
Prepa" Preliffllnary STIP
4.5.3
Subnul Prelimmary STIP
Adopt STIP
4.5.4

5
?:-imanly as

:ier,nce lo
:::cs1cners
& Operalors

a

f.

-

--

--

PROVIDE '!:'!\CILITIES
..
& SERVICES

5.1 MANAGE STATE-OWNED FACIIJTIES
... 5.1.1
Perro~ Pl:inn,n!: & E11,;mcer1ng tor Corridors & Facilities
5.1.2 . Construct Facilities
-5.1.3
')2erate & Maintain Fncililies
5.2 PROVIDE STATE TRANSPOltTATION SEP.VICES
-5.2.1
Perform SerYtces for St.ale ResponsibiliUes
-5.2.2
?!'cmde Assistance to P11rtners
5·.3 MA.NACE OTHER Pi.!BUC-OWNED FACIIJTIES
5.3.1
PrOY1de CounlY Facilities
5.3.2
!'roV1de Munici'Dal Facililies
5.3.3
?:-oVlde Other ?'Jblic Facilities
5.4 !:'!WVIDE OTHER F!..'!JIJC-SPONSORED Si:.1\VICES
5.4.l
Perform Countv Sernces
5.4.2
?erform Mun1cit1al Sernces
5.4.3
?erform Other ?'Jblic Sen'1ces
5.5 ?P.OVJDE OTHER PARTNER"S TRANSPORT,\'nON
:'ACIUTIES & SERVICES
5.5.1
?=-ovtde PriYBll! Seclor Facilili!!S
5.5.2
?crform Private Sector Se"1ces
5.5.3
?!'ovtde F'ac1lilies. Sel"\1ces o! !!'ldton Tribal Covl'mments

'·1.:

~
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RELATIONSIIlP BETWEEN MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
AND PLANNING (NEW YORK)

___..I
I

•

Setting Goals/
Performance Measures

ISTEA
MANAGEMENT ;
!

SYSTEMS

!

Fund Allocation

l

Regional Program
Development

l

Program Review
NO

:Program Implementation i
_ _ _ _ _ ___.,.,, Performance Monitoring 1

---------
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• Base Year and Future
Update and
Identify Congestion

Update

Mcbility Strategies
ar.c!

Performance Criteria
and Objectives

Target Prcjects

Jurisdicticns Develci:;
Pro·ec:s

.______I I i=wy I ISt.--eetsj ltrar.s;tj

; i"'",---------/.]

h

j

Rating System

!f1

SOV Policy Strategies

i;! ____________""".:.=\jJ;iiiJ~fu:<

TCM Check

Draft TIP Listed
Unfunded Projects
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!?! Transportation Committee Review · Ji
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=
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Final TIP
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RELATIONSIDP BE1WEEN MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
AND PLANNING (TUCSON, ARIZONA)
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ACCESS

omo GOALS

GOAL #1 SYSTEM PRESERVATION AND MANAGEMENT
Preserve and manage Ohio's existing multi-modal transportation
system and resources more effectively and efficiently.

GOAL #2 ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND QUALITY OF LIFE
Enhance Ohio's comparative economic advantage and quality of
life, and promote the expansion and diversity of Ohio's economy,
by creating and maintaining a safe, convenient, and efficient multimodal transportation system that is sensitive to regional differences
and is socially and environmentally responsible.

GOAL #3 COOPERATIVE PLANNING PROCESS AND
TRANSPORTATION EFFICIENCY
Use a cooperative planning process to develop an effective and
efficient transportation system and organizational decision-making
process through the use of system management programs and
public participation.

GOAL #4 TRANSPORTATION SAFETY
Improve the safety of Ohio's transportation resources by ensuring .
that the safety and well-being of customers are primary
considerations in the design, development, and operation of the
state's transportation investments.

GOAL #5 FUNDING
Seek stable revenues for the preservation and maintenance of
_· existing facilities and .services, plus the provision-for new_facilities
and services that meet Ohio's transportation needs, and support
efforts to develop new and innovative approaches to transportation
funding.
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MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS IN omo'S OBJECTIVES

GOAL #1:

SYSTEM PRESERVATION AND MANAGEMENT

POLICY STATEMENT A: Preserve and maintain the existing
transportation infrastructure in good, safe, and usable condition.
Initiatives
(1)

Increase the carrying capacity of Ohio's existing highway system by
applying advanced technologies and management methods to improve
traffic flow; reduce -congestion; and promote energy conservation,
safety, and convenience.
a. Coordinate efforts to develop an Ohio Congestion Management System
that will meet Federal requirements while addressing local needs to
alleviate traffic congestion

(2)

Systematically replace, rehabilitate and improve highway
infrastructure through a stablized ODOT annual highway construction
program with· a 1992 base of $760 million, and with growth to reflect
the etTects of inflation over the long-range plan.
a. Enhance ODOT's pavement management system to meet Federal
requirements and to address local needs
.

.

b Expand ODOT's bridge management system to meet the most
current Federal standards
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GOAL #2: ECONOMIC DEVELOPI\IENT AND QUALITY OF LIFE
POLICY STATEMENT A: Develop and use a system management
proc~.
Initiatives:
(1)

Coordinate cooperative efforts by ODOT, ohio's MPOs, and transit
systems to design and implement a Public Transportation Facilities
and Equipment Management System (PfMS).
a. Provide leadership and resources in working with all transit systems
throughout Ohio to develop a flexible, but standardized, PTMS for
asset management
b Maintain a centralized PTMS that can be used to identify and
disseminate data regarding successful projects and innovative strategies.

(2)

Coordinate cooperative efforts by ODOT, Ohio's MPOs and affected
agencies to implement a Congestion Management System (CMS).

a. Define area boundaries for CMS efforts throughout Ohio ·
b Based on local needs, develop performance measures that are
realistic and appropriate for Ohio
c. Refine data collection activities to support operation of CMS
d Enhance existing urban traffic forecasting models to perform multimodal analyses and incorporate innovative features such as land use
forecasting
e. Analyze historical CMS efforts to monitor the success of individual
projects and the process as a whole
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POLICY STATEMENT D: Foster intergovernmental transportation
· partnerships by encouraging improved coordination among state and
local entities within Ohio, and by working cooperatively with
governments and transportation agencies outside the state.
Initiatives:
(1)

Design and carry out an lntermodal Management System (IMS)

a. Identify the responsible actions and define roles of ODOT and MPOs
b Further identify the potential intermodal elements of plans and
programs developed by ODOT for all modes managed by the
department; require similar identification by MPOs
c. Establish and implement a project evaluation process and criteria for
intermodal transportation planning and programming
'·-..

. ,.,_ .. ··

d Define initial and long-range scope of intermodal efforts, as well as
performance standards within the state
e. Identify existing sources of data and fill in gaps as necessary to create a
centralized IMS database

..
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GOAL #4: TRANSPORTATION SAFETY
POLICY STATEMENT A: Improve the design, constmction and
maintenance of new and existing transportation systems and facilities.
Initiatives:
(1)

Design and implement a Safety Management System (SMS) addressing
surface transportation that will assist the state in reducing fatal injury
and property damage accidents among system users.
a. Pool and coordinate. existing resources of the ODOT and the Ohio ·
Department of Highway Safety to create a comprehensive SMS
addressing the driver, roadway, vehicle, and emergency medical
response
b Identify the lead agency and establish mechanisms for the most costeffective, cooperative efforts to identify safety deficiencies and develop
effective countermeasures
c. Establish measurable safety goals by system, area, and accident types
d Identify causes of past accidents and use team ·resources to imple~ent
countermeasures
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COORDINATION/INTEGRATION AMONG
MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

,'''''"•·\

.

'·~....}"'/

•
•
•

GOALS/OBJECTIVES

•
•
•
•

CROSS REFERENCING OF DATA

SYSTEM DEFINITIONS
DATABASE
MANAGEMENT/RELATIONAL
DATABASE

SYSTEM USERS
STRATEGIES/ACTIONS
ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES

.0
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COORDINATION/INTEGRATION AMONG
MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

Public
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:.\1ICHIGAN'S SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Three Tier System Architecture
Presentation Tier Functionality Tier

I

Data Tier

Pub Trana
Server

lntermodal

~erver

Executive Uaera

Congestion

Server
Safety
Server

Pavement

P~annlng Uaara

Server

Remote

Database

Bridge

-Server

MPOsand
Local Agencies

ISTEA

Engineering Users

Designed for
the End User

Database

Add New
ISTEA Functionality

Leverage
Existing Data

·•-c-...___
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DATA COLLECTION MANAGE1\.1ENT PLAN
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•
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PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT
• CMS, IMS, & PTMS ARE TO BE PART OF STATEWIDE AND
METROPOLITAN TRANSPORTATION PLANNING
• PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT REQUIREMENTS:

"Public involvement processes shall be proactive and provide
complete information, timely public notice, ·full public access to key
decisions, and opportunities for early and continuing involvement .... "
"Timely information ... to citizens, affected public agencies,
representatives of transportation agency employees, private providers
of transportation, other interested parties and segments of the
community affected by transportation plans, programs, and
projects .... "
" ... each State in cooperation with participating organizations (such as
MPO's, Indian tribal governments, environmental, resource and
permit agencies, public transit operators) shall provide a fully
coordinated process including coordination of ·the following:
--Data analysis used in development of plans and programs with
... data analyses done as part of the establishment and maintenance
of management systems .... ".
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PERFORMANCE :MEASURES

CMS
" .... Since acceptable system performance may vary among local
communities,_performance measures shall be established cooperatively by
State and affected MPO's or local officials in consultation with the
operators of major modes of transportation in the coverage area."

" .... Since the expectations and measurements of transportation quality of
service vary between communities and industries, performance measures
shall be established cooperatively at the State and local levels with private
sector coordination, as appropriate."

PTMS
" .... The measures and standards shall reflect State, metropolitan planning
organization, and local transit operator goals and objectives for safety,
efficiency, and reliability .... "

......
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ACCESS OIDO'S APPROACH
• LISTENING TO CUSTOMERS--ASK THE USERS, WHAT IS
IMPORTANT TO THEM IN FREIGHT/PASSENGER
MOVEMENT?
--71 PUBLIC MEETINGS
--16 MPO MEETINGS
-SURVEY OF BUSINESSES AND FREIGHT COMPANIES
• ORGANIZATION--INVOLVEMENT OF PRIVATE INDUSTRY
AND PUBLIC GROUPS
.
--PRIVATE INDUSTRY GROUP FORMED

l.,.~1~~..\

\il!,,~!:,f.'/

-Ohio Trucking
-Public Transit
-Assoc. of Railroads
-ODOT Representatives

-Rail Passengers
-MPO Representatives
-Airport Operators
-Water Port Operators

• ADOPTING GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
• ESTABLISH STANDARDS FOR PERFORMANCE
• DECISION-ORIENTED FOCUS--WHAT CAN BE MANAGED?
•INVENTORY
• STRATEGIC PLAN

0
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WORK PLAN
•

Describes Systems

•

Identifies Major Activities

•

Assigns Responsibilities

•

Schedule

FUNDING ELIGIBILITY
• Policy vs Program Eligibility
• Eligible Projects

--NHS
-STP . ·
--CMAQ
--Enhancement
• Other. Funding Sources
• Specific Projects
--Railroads
--lntermodal Facilities
• Planning Eligibility .
• Subsidization

-....__.·
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STRATEGY FOR IMPLEMENTATION
•

Establish Responsibilities

•

Establish Coordination Mechanisms

•

Establish Guidance Principles

•

Establish Tasks

•

Establish Timeline

0
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SESSION 4

PERFORMANCE MEASURES

Management Systems for Managers
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PERFORMANCE/CONDITION l\IBASURES
,~

The identification of performance or
condition measures is probably the most
important task that must be undertaken in
the development of management systems.
Such measures are indicators of the
transportation system's performance or
condition compared to some locally accepted
definition of what is acceptable.
For
example, a performance measure in a
congestion management system would
measure the extent to which congestion
occurs on targeted ponions of the
transportation system, or the level to which
the transportation system provides mobility
or accessibility to the users of the system.
Similarly, a condition measure in a PTMS
would measure the condition of the targeted
transit assets.

The reason why performance/condition
measures are so important for the discussion
on management systems is that in one sense
they play such an important role in defining
the type of information that will be provided
to decision makers and the indication of
system performance, while in another sense
they define what data needs to be collected
and the types of analysis tools that are
needed to provide the required information.
The purpose of this section is to discuss the
role that performance/condition measures
play in effective use of the management
systems, and provide examples of different
types of performance measures that are
. being considered by transportation officials.

~

-u
DATA

DECISION
MAKING

PERFORMANCE/
♦
CONDITION
MEASURES

SYSTEM·
PERFORMANCE

ft_ft

\===================
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WHAT DOES TIIE INTERIM FINAL REGULATION SAY?

CMS
"Parameters shall be defined that will provide a measure of the extent of
congestion and permit the evaluation of the effectiveness of congestion reduction
and mobility enhancement strategies for the movement of people and goods. Since
acceptable system performance may vary among local communities, performance
measures shall ·be established cooperatively by State and affected MPO 's or local
officials in consultation with the operators of major modes of transportation in the
coverage area."

IMS
"Parameters shall be identified that are suitable to measure and evaluate the
efficiency of intermodal facilities and systems in moving people and goods from
origin to destination. Parameters may include the total travel time, cost, and
volumes for moving cargo and passengers~ origins and destinations, capacity,
accidents, ease of access, perceived quality, and the average time to transfer
people or freight from one mode to another. Since the expectations and
measurements of transportation quality of service vary between communities and
industries, performance measures shall be established cooperatively at the State and
local levels with private sector coordination, as appropriate."
·

PIMS
"Measures and standards suitable for evaluating the condition of the transit assets
shall be developed. The measures and standards shall reflect State, metropolitan
planning organization, and local transit operator goals and objectives for safety,
efficiency, and reliability. The standards shall reflect the necessity to maintain
transit assets in a good state of repair. "
·
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DIFFERENT WAYS OF CLASSIFYING

PERFORMANCE MEASURES
A discussion of performance measures must
necessarily begin with the identification of
·the target market.
For the opermors or owners of the road
system, there are clear operations-based
measures which relate performance to traffic
volume and speed characteristics, as well as
system-based measures which relate traffic
levels to system capacities.
For the users of the road system, there are
different measures which reflect actual trip
patterns and trip characteristics.
For operations reponing, the desired
measures . would rely on the traditional
counts taken in every metropolitan area.
e.g., traffic counts, screenline counts, toll
counts, boarding counts for transit, etc.
For systems monitoring, the measures would
need to identify both changes in breadth and

SYSTEM
•
PERFCRMANCE

'.\tana~ement Systems for .\tanagers

depth of system performance, where breadth
could be defined as the . percent traffic
affected and depth would be the total time
(in minutes or hours) of delay. User-based
monitoring would identify the differences
between system measures and individual
measures, such as changes in average travel
times for specific origin-destination pairs
taken within a context of known average trip
lengths and mode split data for a
metropolitan area.
In other words, there is a vezy bi&
difference between system-oriented
performance measures and user-oriented
mobility performance measures. A good set
of performance measures has the potential
not only of improving the quality and
consistency of public transportation policy,
but also of improving public understanding
of the congestion and mobility phenomena,
leading to political support for policy
improvements, and more balanced travel
behavior by individual travelers.

~

USER
MOBILITY
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SYSTEM/PERFORMANCE

Area-wide/

Corridor

Subarea

Forecastable

nme:ReJated Measures
Average Travel Speed
Average Travel 11D1e
Average Travel Rate
Travel 11D1e Contours
Origin-Destination Travel 11D1e
Percent Travel 11D1e Under Delay Conditions
Percent of 11D1e Average Speed Below
Threshold Value
Volume

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•
•

•
•

•

•
•
•
•

•••

•
•
•

Measures

VMT/Lane Mile
Traffic Volume

Coneestion Indices
Congestion Index
Roadway Congestion Index ·
TI1's Suggested Congestion Index
. Exee§ Delay

•
••••

•
•

Delay Measures
Delay/Trip
Delay/VMT
Minute-miles of delay
Delay due to construction/incidents

•
•
•
•

Level-of-SeM'ice Measures
Lane-miles at/of LOS "X"
VHT/VMT at/of LOS "X"
Predominant Intersection LOS
Number of Congested Intersections

•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

Vehicle Occupancy/Ridership Measures
. Average Vehicle Ridership

Persons/Vehicle
••Weighted average
Source: Cambridge Systematics
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intersections, and v/c ratio

LOS D based on
v/c ratio

LOS D • 2 hours (airport access)
LOS E - 2 hours
(CBD and university subareas)
HCM Chap. 9 delay for intersections
v/c ratio for segments

Sources:
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PM peak directional
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LOS E based on v/c ratio
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PM peak directional
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MOBILITY MEASURES
Mobility Index
Persons x Average Speed
Frequency of Transit Service
Travel Time (Origin-to-Destination)
Person Miles of Travel
Transit Hours Per Capita

ACCESSIBILITY MEASURES
Population Served ·
Key Activity Centers Served
Route Spacing
TOM Program Coverage
Non-motorized Facilities Coverage
Percent Employees Within "x" Miles
Percent Employees Within "x" Minutes
Percent Low Income Within "x" Minutes of
"y" Percent of Job Opportunities

Management Systems for Managers
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CONDITION :MEASURES
Condition

General Defmition

Category

Code
1

Bae

In sufficiently poor condition that continued
use presents potential problems

2

Poor.

Requires frequent major repairs (less than 6
months between major repairs)

3

Fair

Requires frequent minor repairs (less than
6 months between repairs) or infrequent
major repairs (more than 6 months between
major repairs)

4

Good

Elements are in good working order~
requiring only nominal or infrequent minor
repairs (greater than 6 months between
minor repairs)

5

Excellent

·Brand new, no major problems exist, only
routine preventive maintenance

FACILITY CONDITION BREAKDOWN BY AGE

POOR

SUB STANDARD

ADEQUATE

,,:· . :·:~~~\ ·. .. . -~·~~--~.t·.?-\?:\,:~.,,-

GOOD

EXCELLENT

•.•:~,,...... . \<·· \•~•':·,~-·~\-/ '.'\·.

•I ::.··j· · •
0

=
-

20

40

OVER 40 YEARS

60

80

::::::J

100
11 TO

120

,o

140

160

YEARS

1 TO 10 YEARS
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CRITERIA FOR SELECTING MEASURES
• Be measurable
• Have a clear and intuitive meaning, so that it is understandable to
those who will use it and to non-transportation professionals
• Be acceptable and useful to transportation professionals
• Be comparable across time and between geographical areas (facilities,
corridors, subareas, and metropolitan regions)
• Have a strong functional relationship to actual system operations,
so that, once changes occur in system operations, changes to the
system can readlly be determined from it
• Be consistent with measures identified for other management systems
• Provide for the most cost-effective means of data collection
• Be theoretically and functionally related to other predictable measures
(e.g. road performance characteristics) suggesting that it too might
be forecasted with some success
• Where appropriate, provide for multiple indications of achievement
of goals, e.g., reducing congestion and improving air quality
·• Where appropriate, be based on statistically sound . measurement
techniques

Management Systems for Managers
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.

l'ole11ti,1I Perfor111a11ce l11,llcalors . ••

__c_A!_,c_,o
__-~....Y__ ..___....f_ER_s_.o_.~--....f-1....:o_,VE
...."-~-'P_tff
...r ...M
...r_~__, ....K_'3'f_,_,;_. _,_,.. _·.......
•_;.,_.. -l_i_t_J_J__
,;f...:....1:-.:..., P....,....,...o....:,__,rr_. . ~
. ...lf...>~ret
...~··. ::. ...:..).'ff.~....; _t1_.A_,~---"_ET_,_.__,___t _
M11blllly

• Mnblllly lndn C
• VIC rallo (or LOS)

Stl} •avg. ■peed)

ran.mile■
• Moblllly lndn C Yeh
11\IIU • avg. ■peed)
• Loil lime Cper trip or mheJ

• lost lime due lo conge■ Uon Cprr trip or mlle)
•
•

AliCJprr ■ on

U ■er

nalle Cownrr cosU
co111/prnon mite Cu1rr cosU

• A EC/Ion mlle
• Average cosl1/lon mlle Clndudu change In 111111 llmd

l:11vlro1111u:nl•I

• <.'ho1111gr In Ion ■ of pollullon Cor pollullon/puson mild
• Change In Ion■ of green hou ■ e gHH Cor green hou ■ e
ga ■ e ■/prnon mlld
• ('.hange In fuel consuinpllon per person mllr

• Change In Ions of pollullon Cor pollullon/hm mllr)
• Change In Ions of green hou ■ e gases Cor green house
gase■/lon mllet
• Change In furl consumption per Inn mllr

l:l'llllllllllc

• Jobi ■ upporlrd
• GAP Impacts
• l!conomlc co1l1 of pollullon, accldenls,
falalllle ■ and lost llme

• Job■ ■upported
• GAP Impact ■
• Economic cosl1 of pollullon, accidents,
falallllu and lost tline

• Accldenl1 per penon mlle Cor 1,000,000 per■ on mlle)

• Accident, per Ion mlle Cor 1,000,000 Ion mlld

• Accesslblllly Ccholce of 1111111&, .. t for conldor■ and
lnlermodal transfer facllllle ■
Olher

• Penon mlle per capita, vehlcle mite per caplla,
fuel con1umpllon per cap Ila

• Ton mlle per caplla, value per Ion

lnlermodal Tranlfer

• Penon tran1fen per hour, average tran1fer lime,
capacity ullllzallon Cv/d for acce11 road1

•

l'ullllle ■

Ton■

tranlfened per hour, average tranlfer lime,
capacity ullllzallon Cw/d for ■Cffll roads

omO'S PERFORMANCE/STANDARD MEASURES

Mrasw:c
< S mimttestton
< 10 minutes/ton
< 15 minutes/ton

100

modes (individual measure
by type of modal transfer)

·Amount of time required to
transfer bulk freigbt
commodities between each
type of mode (i.e. ship to
rail, tnJck to rail, ship to
truck, etc.)

Transfer of comaineriz.ed
.freight betwe.en modes
(individual measure by
type of modal transfer)

Amount of time required to · < 3 min./contur.
transfer containerized freight
< S minJCODIDr.
between each type of mode
< 10 min./coatnr.
(i.e. ship to rail, truck to rail, > 10 min./contm.
ship to truck, etc.)

100

Railroad/highway safety at

Accidents per Million
Vehicles of Exposure (MVE)

Transfer of bulk freight

commodities between

grade

cromngs to pons,

auport, intermodal facility
or passenger terminal

> 15 minutes/ton

<
<
<
>

2/MVE
5/MVE
8/MVE
8/MVE

50

25
0

50

25
0
100
50

25
0

facilities
Park and Ride lots and
parking lots at passenger
terminal facilities

Volume to capacity ratio of
parking spaces during peak

periods

< 0.85 v/c ratio
< 0.95 v/c ratio
< 1.00 v/c ratio

100

> 1.00 v/c ratio

50

25
0

Pedestrian access to
passenger terminals
including signage and an
assessment of the extent of
•wrn111SSDeSS• of the
facilities

Average walking time from
parking facility to terminal
platform or gate including
time for review of signagc

<
<
<
>

10
IS
25
25

minutes
minutes .
minutes
minutes

100

Accembility to and from
major intepnodal
passenger terminals and
major population and
business centers

Travel time between terminal
and the major activity centers

<
.<
<
>

10 minutes
20 minutes
30 minutes ·
30 minutes

100
50
25
0
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.

{

), .

INTERl\10D/U, I\IANAGEI\IENT SYSTEI\I

/'

,'I

.,\,_

PURPOSE:

•Provide a hasis for belier integration~

TIIROlJGII:

> Connections;
>Choices;
> Coordination & Cooperation.

TO:

. ·ndivcr goods lhrough hcllt::r inlegraleJ and managed transporlalion facilities
anti syslems to improve the coordination in planning and implementation of air,
waler, and lhe various land-based transportation systems.•

\'AI.IIES:

•we are concemed wilh lhe livahility of people wilhin Oregon due to impacls lo
uur l:co110111y, Air Quality, Congestion Munagc:incnl, Safety and Puhlic
Education through improved cooperalion and strategic planning at Stale and
local levels with private sector coordination.•

OREGON
UF.NCIII\IAKKS:

Improve Air Quality, Reduce Vchidt:: Miles Truvcled, Rc:duce Peak Highway Congestion.
Increase Access to Allt::mativc Modes.

Key
Elenwnts

V)

~

-·

.,l lransporlation facilities and services•

Weight

Kc:y Result Area

Performance Measures

Cost

> Total shipping cost
(producer lo user)

> Cost Per Trip
> Cost Per Ton Mile

Time

> Total lime in transit
(prcxluci::r to user)

> Average Travel Time Per Trip

Accc:ssihilit
y/
A\tailahility

> Shippers with reasonable access

> Capacity Restrictions

Rdiahility

> Negative deviations of time &
cost

> Delay Per VMT••
> LOS for lntermodal Facilities (demonstrates transfer convenii::nce)
> Public Perception

> System dismplion

> Average Accident Caused Delay Per Trip

0

::s

..

,I:,,.

Saft::ty

>Average Transfer Time Between Modes
> Perceived Deficiencies & Services Availability
(Origin of goods lo destination & alternative modes to ship)

> l~jury,

death, property
(product, c,quipment, infrastructure)
loss

-

> Average

Accident Cost (properly, injury, d~th) Per Trip

> II Accidents (per trip, per year)

> II Accidents Per VMT
> (Some measure of public safety at

terminals)

t-

NOTES: . Key Elements Apply to Local, Intercity, Interstate & International Levels.
Performance Measures Cover Land, Air & Water lntennodal Systems .
.. VMT is commonly associated with truck travel, another form of measure may need to be developed.

PUHi.JC TRANSPORTATION FACILITIF.S & EQUIPMENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
"Manage & optimize transit facilities, equipment, and rolling stock in order to
accommodalc currcnl and future ridership in a safe and reliable manner."

TIIIU)UGII:

> Identification & Inventory of Transit Facilities & Equipment;
> ldenlification of Transit Facilities & Equipment Conditions;
> Development of Useful Life Standards

TO:

"Evaluate capital investment strategics lo address current and future deficiencies
in our Transit facilities and equipment in order to accommodate current and future
ridership. 11

VALUES:

"Improve lhe public lransporlalion facilities & equipment with consideration to Public
Investment, Population with Special Needs, and Air quality to be evaluated for
incorporation into lhc metropolitan and stalewidc transportation plans and programs. 11

( )H 1~( ;ON

Percentage of Oregonians living communities wilh daily scheduled intercity passenger hus,
van, or rail services: Transit hours per capita per year in Oregon metropolitan areas, etc.

HENCIII\IAltKS:

...

N

Key
Elements

Performance
Measures

Cost

> Annualized System Operating Cost
> Annualized Improvements Cost

Investment

> Percent of Fleet Meeting Federal Replacement
Guidelines
> Percent Increase/Decrease in Transit Passenger Travel
Miles vs. Dollars Invested in Rolling Stock
> Facilities Condition Rating
> Rolling Stock Condition Rating

Capacity

> % of Rolling.Stock in Use vs. Total Rolling Stock
Available (Spares Ratio)

Service
Accessibility

> Percent of Fleet That's Accessible To Customers
> Percent of Facilities That Meet ADA Standards
> Number of Road Calls (Breakdowns) vs. Hours of Bus
Service

.

.

\

()AFFIC CONGESTION MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (_}

rfonna11ce Measures
PURPOSE:

"Develop, ·establish & implement on continuing basis, a CMS that identifies & assesses
transportation system congestion & leads to implementation of strategies that provide
efficient use of existing and future transportation facilities & enhance mobility
of people and goods."

TIIROUGII:

> The identification of existing and future areas where congestion occurs or will occur;
> The identification of the causes of congestion;
> The evaluation of both traditional and non-traditional strategies for managing congestion.

TO:

"Assess both user and non-user, internal and external effects of congestion, and to
develop a plan to implement the most cost effective and reasonable multimodal strategies."

VALUES:

"Enhance the mobility of people and goods through effective coordination between all levels
of government and the private sector on land use, air quality and transportation planning decision."

OR~GON
BENCHMARKS:

Air Quality, Percent of SOV's, Percentage of Access Oregon Highways built to handle traffic
at a steady 55 mile-per-hour rate, etc.

Key Elements

Performance Measures

Travel Time

> Average.Travel Time Meeting LOS Per Trip
> Average Speed Within Peak Travel Times by Functional
Classi fl cation

Delays

User Cost
Capacity
Communication

> Number of Delays Per Trip
> Percent Incident Delays Per VMT
> Annual Vehicle Delay Due to Recurring Congestion
> Average User Cost Per Lane Mile Travelled
> Volume of Traffic vs. Capacity of Functional Classification
> Customer Satisfaction Survey

)

Participo,u's Notebook

EUGENE, OREGON'S PERFORMANCE MEASURES
Neighborhood

Composite Accessibility

Community

Composite Accessibility

Region

Composite Accessibility

Region

Number of Jobs Within "x" Minutes

Region

Number of Households Within · "y"
Minutes

Regiqn &
Beyond

Travel Time/Delay
Volume/Capacity

Region &
Beyond

LOS of Alternative Modes

-- Management Systems for Managers
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FLORIDA'S IMS PERFORMANCE MEASURES

CAUSATIVE FACTORS
Utilization

MEASURES
Demand volumes/capacity usage

Accessibility
-Convenience

Travel/dwell time to or at
facility (minutes/hours)

-Modal Inventory

Number, type, service hours,
headways, etc.

-Transfer/Coordination
and Transfer Efficiency

Mode to mode (efficiency
improvements)

I ..-,,-:.--.

-Modal Choice

Safety

Management Systems for Managers

Modal splitcommodity/passenger volumes;
O&D
Incidents per year
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MONTGOMERY COUNTY'S MULTIMODAL MEASURES

/

1.

% households within 1/4 mile of bus stops
% households within l /2 mile of rail
stations

2.

% jobs within 1/4 mile of bus stop
% jobs within 1/2 mile of rail station

Frequency

1.
2.

Average bus frequency
Average train frequency

Accessibility

1.
2.

Ratio of sidewalk miles to street miles
Ratio of bikeway miles to street miles
Number of secure bicycle parking spaces
Number of park-and-ride spaces

Coverage

3.
4.
Use

1.

2.

3.

ACI

% non-auto driver work origins
% non-auto driver work destinations
% walk/bike to Metro stations

= Sum C<volume/capacityt

x VMTJ

Sum VMT

.

Management Systems for Managers
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CALIFORNIA EXAMINATION OF PERFORMANCE
:MEASURES LINKAGE TO AIR QUALITY

r'",\

Performance Measures Should:
•

Focus on multimodal mobility

•

Measure should be applied county-wide

•

Be b;ised on existing data, and should be able to be implemented
cost- effectively

•

Easy for decision makers and the public to understand

•

Relate to Cl\.1P/regional transportation/air quality objectives

•

Demonstrate cause/effect of mobility improvements in
relationship to emission reductions

•

Allow flexibility

•

Be proactive in addressing deficiencies

•

Clearly define its relationship to modeling

Other ideas
•

Allow different approaches for areas above and below 200,000

•

Use LOS as trigger for deficiency plan development

Management Systems for Managers
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..

DEBNfflON AND ··.· ..
MEAStmEMENT:·.: ,· ..· . ..
;

• •,

.

,'.

-·-

.·::·

: ··

....

. .. . ·.·•.

··.·•···

.

.

.

..
.•

Measures relationship between volume and capacity on designated
facilities. RecoJIIIMDd in deftaition:

.

_:,:•<::::: . .. :,·

.

.:•

'

Use ill facilities above specified functional dm, m exceptions;
• use
links. not intersectiom .
Meamre peak conditiom, not daily•
• Look
• at weighted system LOS • well • individual links
.·.

CONCERNS ADDRmSED:

..
:..;, .: .= · -:- .

,:: .: .
.·,•,

.. . .:-. ..-·-:-....

.

..

·-· ·•

•
•

Congestion

Reamnable method of gauging roadway congestion

Air Quality

Inconsistent measure re. AJQ: ·Better LOS means heller speed means
lower emissions; however. if better LOS achieved tluough additional
capacity, then VMT incrmes and AJQ may suffer.

•

Mobility

Better LOS means higher speeds. but accmibility and travel time may
not be improving because of land use dispersion.

•

Multiple (non-SOV) Modes

Only reflects highway vehicular travel; greater use of higher .
·occupancy modes could produce a better LOS. but effect is hard to
discern.

•

Consistency with Regional Goals

If regional goal is to limit growth in vehicle travel, may be in conflict.

ACCEPTANCE:

•

User Oriented

Addresses vehicle movement, not people. Does reflect driving
conditions encountered.

•

Understandable

LOS not inherently obvious, but broad use h• resulted in reasonable
level of public understanding.

•

Objectivity

Objective, as long • consistendy defined and applied.

COST/OPERATIONAL DIFFICULTY:

Easy because 11ecessary analysis procedures·and data soarcerwell- ·
established. Need volume information (from coums or forecasts) and
respective capacities. Can get complex ·if-inmsection level of detail is
included.

KEY POLICY QUESTIONS:

•

Value as •Triggering
Mechanism"

Is an infonnative measure, but alone doesn't presem total picture. If ·
used as a "monitoring" measure only, may signal problem when 1Q2
to repair. This concern can be removed tbroup model forecasting
of LOS. The threshold that is established is imponam.

w

•

Local Accountability for Land
.Use

In near term. LOS can be aided through dispersed land use;. may I esult
in long tenn problems re: congestion solutions.
·

•

Local Responsibility for Traffic

High as regards local problems. low as regards systemic problems.

MEASURE: Delay
,Y"'~ONAND
•·
~UREMENT:
·•

..

.

Measured in minutes or hours of delay experienced by system users.
For n«work of LOS facilities, compare travel time during congested
period (peak) with uncongested (off-peak). Weight delay on each
segment by volumes .
This can be estimated through counts combined with travel time
meuurements, or models .

.
CONCERNS ADDRESSED:

.. .

-- - ·...-.. : ..

.

.

• Congestion

Good measure of congestion intensity on link or systan, although
doesn't give much insight as to cause.

• Air Quality

Tells about restricted flow and sub-optimal speeds, but doesn't address
VMT reduction.

• Mobility

Good measure of ease/difficulty of personal (or goods) movement, but
does not directly address accessibility.

• Multiple (non-SOV) Modes

As defined, only measures highway/vehicle travel. Could be
expanded to include delay on transit also.

• Consistency with Regional Goals

Dispersed land use policies or capacity expansiom could result in nearterm delay reductions, but not be comistent with regional efficiency/air
quality needs.

~ANCE:
• User Oriented

Reflects time losses/savings to people, but is still oriemed to vehicle
users: could be meuured for other modes

• Understandable

Fairly obvious meaning.

. • Objectivity
COST/OPERATIONAL DIFFICULTY:

As long as measurement rules are firm, OK.

Can measure from manually-obtained data.-don't require a model,
though that can be a source. Can use floating car rum or license
matehing to determine travel times on designated fadlities, peak .vs.
off-peak.

KEY POLICY QUESTIONS:

.

• Value as ·Triggering
Mechanism-

Accountability for Land
.• · Local
Use
• Local Responsibility for Traffic

Not as diagnostic ~r scalable as LOS. Gives no insight to underlying
land use and behavioral trends.
As with LOS, delay can be aided by new capacity or dispersed land
use.
Can't separate local contribution from external contributiom.

~lJKt.: Travet ·.1 une (V eb.ide Only)

DEFINITION AND

MEASUREMENT:·
..

. :•:•:•,

. .

···•·
.. ·.

... .. ...-.·.:-:.-.:. :,••···

I

Measures travel time for traveler to move from one location to
anodler. In this case, assumes measurement of time to travel
from point to point in the designated network of facilities from
which LOS is calculated •

Must be evaluaied relative to some datum or standard.

CONCERNS ADDRESSED;
.. .. . :

. ·.,

• Congestion

Lower travel time means less congestion, but must be related to
distance context.

• Air Quality

Not a direct measure of pollution-causing congestion, or use of
efficient modes.

• Mobility

Good measure of ease of movement for highway users; problem is that
more capacity/dispersed land use can improve travel time in near
term, but result in longer trip lengths and more travel time in
the longer term.

• Multiple (non•SOV) Modes

This meuure (vehicles only) focuses only on private vehicles.

• Consistency with Regional Goals

If regional goal is to limit growth in vehicle travel or manage
land use. travel time improvements may be in conflict. It matters
what modes are being used.

ACCEPTANCE:
• User Oriented

Clearly reflects situation improvements to the traveler.

• Understandable

Fairly easy to understand, as long as basis well defined.

• Objectivity

As long as measurement rules are firm, OK.

COST/OPERATIONAL DIFFICULTY:

Can measur~ manually or wirh models~::,Manually, use floating car ..
runs over specified facilities, or other tedmiques. With models, pick
travel times off of data base for ·specified.origbMJestinarion pain.
Modest effort, but start up cost involved.

KEYPOUCY QUESTIONS:
• Value as ·Triggering
Mechanism~

Has excellent potential but is not in popular use. Also, may show
initial positive trends under capacity increase/land use dispersal
programs which may lead to longer term degradation.

• Local Accountability for Land
Use

Land use dispersal can lead to shon term improvements in travel time.

• Local Responsibility for Traffic

Good measure of performance. but beaer at broadscale than highly
localized scale. Can't contr0I contributions from other jurisdictions.

MEASURE: Travel Time (All Motorized Modes)
Meuures travel time not only for private ydJiclc;s,

DEFINITION AND
..

.~

" ..SUREMENT~,'·

hut also for trmit

and caJJ)OOls, 'Ibis becomes more complex because it is really more
..

imponant to measure the reference uips from door to door, rather than
just along a facility segment. Requires more complex measurements,
and/or use of models.
Must be evaluated relative to some damm or standard.
:--·:· .

CONCERNS ADDRESSED:
• Congestion

Lower travel time means less congestion/better service, but must be
related to distance comext.

• Air Quality

Not a direct measure of pollution-causing congestion. or use of
efficient modes.

• Mobility

Good measure of ease of movement for travelers by all modes;
capacity/dispersed land use conundrum encountered with vehicle travel
time measure still applies for the most part.

• Multiple (non-SOV) Modes

Because this measure also includes transit and carpools, comparing
their times gives insight into modal opportunities and investments.

• Consistency with Regional Goals

Travel time improvements - even if multimodally measured - may
still mask near term slippage in management goals, though seeing
relative improvements in alternative mode times would be a plus.

ACCEPTANCE:
• User Oriented

Better than vehicle-only uavel time, because reflects improvements in
opponunities across modes.

• Understandable

Fairly easy to understand. as long as basis well defined.

• Objectivity

As long as measurement rules are finn, OK.

COST/OPERATIONAL DIFFICULTY:

This may be more costly and complex than vebicle-only_travel time. ·
Would need to do comparative door-to-door measuremems and
distinguish among modes. For this would either have 10 use models, ·
or invest in somewhat more intensive field data collection.

KEY POLICY QUESTIONS:
"

• Value as ·Triggering
Mechanism· .
·

.
I

•

~

Local Accountability for Land
lJse
.,_,,-,·

• Local Responsibility for Trame

Has good characteristics. panicularly as a multi-modal measure, but
better at broad scale than highly localized ·scale.
Again. land use dispersal can lead to shon term improvements in
travel time: however. having multiple modes measured gives insights
as to whether modal treatments are in right direction.

I As above.

MEASURE: Modal Split
DEfINMON AND .. , .

...

I

Meamres percent of people traveling by mode.

MEASUREMENT:

..

CONCERNS ADDRESSED:

..

..
... . .

• Congestion

Not a measure of congestion.

• Air Quality

Good for air quality; measures percentage of people using alternative
modes.

• Mobility

Limited value. May tell about traveler optiom, but doesn't tell about
the quality of that service.

• Multiple (non-~OV) Modes

Directly indicates use of alternative modes. Quality of the experience
of those modes is not known.

I • Comistency with Regional Goals

Should not run counter to regional goals.

ACCEPTANCE:
• User Oriented

. Tells about travel beyond terms of the private vehicle, but does not
reflect the quality of service or activity optiom.

• Understandable

Percentage of persons by mode is fairly easy to understand.

• Objectivity

Hard to diston measure, but depends on definition of what population
is being measured.

COST/OPERATIONAL DIFFICULTY:

Not easy. Would have to perform smveys or use modeled estimates:
...

KEY POUCY QUESTIONS:
• Value as •Triggering
Mechanism•

Good supponin& trigger 1rtecbauisrn. Tells if shift in LOS is due to
efficiency (greater use of bigber~cupancy modes) or simply pushing
the growth away. Not good as solo trigger measure.

• Local Accountability for Land
Use

Useful but not free-standing measure to indicate wbedler land use
patterns are integrated and being-matc:bed with travel alternatives.

• Local Responsibility for Traffic

Good barometer for traffic composition toward or away from ~e
efficient modes: not as focused or all-encompa.uing as AVR or VMT
per person trip.

I

MEASURE: Average Vehicle Occupancy
l"~ONAND
~UREMENT:

Mewired as average number of occupants per private vehicle.

.. .

.
CONCERNS ADDR6SED:

. ..

·,

.

..

· ...:: •· · · •·

• Congestion

Poor measure of congestion, per se.

• Air Quality

Useful measure for air quality, since begins to demonstrate efficiency.
Unfortunately, does not encompass tramit and non-motorized modes.

• Mobility

Not a good measure of mobility.

•

Fair to good measure of use of other modes; limited in that does not
incorporate transit or non-motorized.

Multiple (non-SOV) Modes

• · Consistency with Regional Goals

Generally would be consistent with regional efficiency and air quality
goals; again, may be deficient in not including ttansit or nonmotorized.

ACCEPTANCE:

.

,er Oriented

Goes beyond pure vehicle performance, but doesn't retlect quality of
conditions to the user.

• Understandable

Easy to understand, except may be confusing in that transit use rates
don't affect one way or the other.

• Objectivity

As long as measurement rules -are firm, OK.

COST/OPERATIONAL DIFFICULTY:

Can measure from manually-obtained data, using roadside
observations.

KEY POLICY QUESTIONS:

.

• Value as ·Triggering
Mechanism•

Useful supporting measure to LOS, because it helps to diagnose th~
nature of underlying problems, though there are more focused
measures .

•

Helps in land use accountability, because ·managed land use and higher
occupancy levels should go hand in band.

Local Accountability for Land
Use

• Local. Responsibility for Traffic
' ¼:.-,.·

Helps in traffic accountability; lower occupancies generally equate to
greater traffic.

- .,

DEFINITION AND

.MEASUREMENT:
..
.

·.••,.·.•.·

..

.. ...

Is similar to Average Vehicle Occupancy, but is more complete in that
it encompasses all modes of travel. It measures total person trip
movemems relative to the number of vehicle trip movements to mate
those trips. Because it involves all travel and not just private vehicles,

this meamre cannot be made simply through roadside observations, but
radler through work-end surveys or total travel system surveys.
Wort-end surveys (employee travel surveys) if incorporated u part of
a TRO or ETRP requirement, could be an accunre and cost effective
way to get this information. Systemwide surveys would be expensive,
but models could be used.
CONCERNS ADDRESSED:

. ..
..

..

,• :•

.

.,

• Congestion

Poor measure of congestion, per se.

• Air Quality

Good measure for air quality, since it demonstrms rates of use of
higher occupancy and non-motorized modes.

• Mobility

Not a good measure of mobility because travel quality is not
expressed.

• Multiple (non-SOV) Modes

Very good measure of use of alternatives modes.

• Consistency with Regional Goals

Generally should be consistent with regional efficiency and air quality
goals.

ACCEPTANCE:
• User Oriented

Goes beyond pure vehicle performance, but doesn't reflect quality of
conditions to the user.

• Understandable

Relatively easy to understand with proper explanation.

• Objectivity

As long as measurement rules are firm, OK.

COST/OPERATIONAL DIFFICULTY:

Would be more data/cost imemive tl13D vehicle ocaapancy. Best
approach is to do work~od survey.

KEY POLICY QUESTIONS:

•

Value as ·Triggering
Mechanism·

A good supponing measure to LOS. because it helps to diagnose the
nature of underlying conditions. Better than AVO because it
encompasses all modes.

•

Local Accountability for Land
Use

Helps in land use accountability, because managed land use and higher
transit utilization and occupancy levels should go hand in band.

'
'

• Local Responsibility for Traffic

•

Useiul in traffic accountability: lower occupancies and transit use ·
generally equate to greater traffic.

MEASURE: Vehide Miles of Travel (VMT)
D~ON·AND
>•.·
..·
'
.... · .
i,,,....._',

SUREMENT··• . .

•

I .;..•
. ... .. .·.·

. .
.

.

:• ..

.

Measures total vehicle uavel on the highway system. Obcahwt by
correlating vehicle coums on die designated LOS system of highways
and multiplying by segment length .

.

CONCERNS ADDRESSED:
.... .. ::; : ...

• Congestion

Poor measure of congestion.

•

Good measure for air quality, since VMT is direct component for
emissions (also need vehicle trips and speeds).

Air Quality

• Mobility

Poor measure for mobility.

• Multiple (non-SOV) Modes

Poor measure for multi-modal use; describes only vehicle movements.

• Consistency with Regional Goals

Ties in well with regional measures of effectiveness.

ACCEPTANCE:
... . . . . .

•
•

..

User Oriented

Means little to users .

Understandable

Fairly easy to understand, as long as basis well defined.

,-~-. ·,jectivity
""···".
<.:v~f/OPERATIONAL DIFFICULTY:
. ..
.. .

..

As long as measurement rules are firm, OK.

Can measure manually or widl models. Manually, correlate vebide
counts on LOS facilities with segment·\ength. With models, can do
more completely for system as·a whole, and see disuibmicm by
functional clus. Would not be substantially more difficult to calculate
than LOS (use same basic information).

KEY POLICY QUESTIONS:
• Value as ·Triggering
Mechanism"

Is a key componem measure for air quality and system performance,
but not panicularly meaningful as a trigger mechanism.

• Local Accountability for Land
Use

Land use dispersal can lead u, increases in VMT, so it helps as a
tracking measure. But there are better measures.

•

Fair measure of performance. good tracking measure: question
meaning if cannot separate local from external traffic.

Local Responsibility for Traffic

MEASURE: VMT per Person Trip
DEFJNfflON AND .•..: <=· ·•.·

MEASUREMENT·. ·. · ..•· ..
•.

·•·

. ..· .
.. -• ..:...:.. :.::-::··.
...
..
·• ,

...

..

'•

. .

..

. .. · .· · -· ·

Measures the intensity of the traveling public's demand for ycl)icle
travel. Measure tells bow many vehicle miles of U'IYel it tabs to
satisfy dle population of person trips; because VMT is the scaling
base. it is a beaer mmure man AVR because il CODSiden trip length •
It is also a better meamre man the more convemioaal PMTNMT,
which (because mileage is in dle numerator and the deaominalor)
cancels out dle imponant effect of trip length in scaling travel demand•
..

CONCERNS ADDRF.SSED:

····::·:

. ...-.-: ... .

.

. ·-- ~- ·"· .•. • :-·:•-❖:•· ----~-- ·:·

,•:

..

: :

.

. . .
.·., · .

•
•

Congestion

Poor measure of congestion.

Air Quality

Good measure for air quality because it relates vehicle use, mileage
and trip length all in the same measure.

•

Mobility

Fair measure for mobility. Tells about the extent of vehicle trip
distance dlat people have to travel to satisfy their ttaVe! needs.

•

Multiple (non-SOV) Modes

Good measure for multi-modal use; if alternate mode me is high,
VMT per person will go down.

• .Consistency with Regional Goals

Should be consistent with regional objectives.

ACCEPTANCE:

..

..

•

User Oriented

Means little to users . However, if VMT/trip were to 10 down,
assuming travel time did ilot suffer, it would mean mat people bad to
travel less to accomplish activities.

•
•

Understandable

Not panicularly intuitive on first inspection.

Objectivity

As long as measurement rules are fi:rm, OK.

COST/OPERATIONAL DIFFICULTY:

Would be fairly difficult to meuure. Probably have to do with .·..
models.
. . ..

KEY POUCY QUESTIONS:

.

.

•

Value as •Triggering
Mechanism"

Would be a good uigger since it captures demand. ·efficiency, mobility
and multi-modal factors.

•

Local Accountability for Land
Use

Lower values of. this measure would indicaie responsible land use and
transportation management decisions at work.

• .Local -Responsi.bility for Traffic

Good measure for traffic accountability; could address the local vs.
extemai responsibility issue through routine manipulation of the model
(given that a model would have to be used any way).

I

I

.

'

..

.,..

MEASURE: Person Throughput (P.T./Br./Mile or Facility)
"~ONAND ..
ISUREMENT:
....
.....

;,

·•:

.

·•.

.,

. .

. .

.

..

•-::.~· .·. . .

Measures efficiency of travel by showing how effecdyely an avenge
mile of trampanation facility capacity is in moving m.mz.11. If the
facility is either well-managed (TSM-type capacity enhancements) or
carries a high percentage of tramit/multi-ocaipant vehicle users, then
throughput will be high. Throughput can be mmund for just vebicles
on a highway. or also for tramit lines, or combinatioas.

s

..

CONCERNS ADDR6SED:

.,

.

·.·•·

.::••·

• Congestion

Good measure of congestion. Reflecu how many people the system is
moving per unit of time, so higher values represent less congestion.
Can overlook spot sources of congestion unless done on a link buis
also.

•

Fair to good measure for air quality; more throughput should mean
higher speeds and greater use of efficient modes; but could also show
positive under conditions of capacity expansions or laad use shifts.

Air Quality

• Mobility

Fair measure for mobility; begins to reflect speed of ttavel to user.

• Multiple (non-SOV) Modes

Good mwure for multimodal purposes; on demely used facilities,
higher values indicate greater use of higher occupancy modes.

·"""·· ."''lnsistency with Regional Goals
\::,~~;.•, ·

Generally should be consistent with regional efficiency goals, may be ·
in conflict with air quality goals under conditions of capacity
expansion or land use dispersion.

ACCEPTANCE:

•

User Oriented

Has some value to users: while generally a system measure, higher
values generally mean beaer transpormion service.

•

Understandable

Understanding is not intuitive.

•

Objectivity

As long as measurement rules are firm, OK.

.COST/OPERATIONAL DIFFICULTY:

Must measure with models,
field data.

cannot

do easily widl IDIIIUal mecbods and .

.KEY POLICY QUESTIONS:

..

.

Value u .~Triggering
· Mechanism"

~

•

Local Accountability for Land

Fair as a triggering mechanism; is a very effective efficiency measure.
Can be an inconsistent measure on land use.

.- 'T~e

~

¥ ..£J Responsibility for Traffic

Fair to good measure on traffic: again. may conceal sub-optimal land
use or highway capacity decisions.

MEASURE: Accessibility - ,. Employees within X Minute.,
D£FINl110N AND

MEASUREMENT:.
·::•.

Measures accessibility of each employment area/acavity carer by
measuring the " or number of employees (or populadon) within a
specified travel time. Can be reversed to measure S of jobs within x
mimnes of each residential area. or modified to address nonemployment travel objectives.

•·

CONCERNS ADDRESSED:

: •··.:
. ..

•·

..

•.

. . . ..
., .

• Congestion

Not a direct measure of congestion, but does reflect congesiion to the
extent that congestion reduces accessibility.

• Air Quality

Not a measure of air quality.

• Mobility

Measures not just the ease of travel, but also - and more imponam the ease of achieving travel objectives.

• Multiple (non-SOV) Modes

Can be measured for each travel mode, so long a the requisite
calculations are carried out.

• Consistency

widi Regional Goals

Should not run counter to regional goals.

ACCEPTANCE:
• User Oriented

Clearly reflects situation improvemems to the trip mater.

• Undemandable

Relatively easy to understand, with proper explanmon.

• Objectivity

As long as measuremem rules are firm, OK.

. COST/OPERATIONAL DIFFICULn':

Requires nawork analysis prograzm and tedmiques to develop
efficiently, but travel demand models are not needed. Manual

computation is possible but inefficient.

..

•·

KEY POLICY QUESTIONS:
• Value as •Triggering
Mechanism·

Useful in that it provides a direct measure of balanced land use
benefits along with reflecting congestion impacu, borb measurable at
the local area. Must be evaluated relative to some standard.

• Local Accountability for Land
Use

Directly measures the benefit of balanced land use at both the local
and regional levels.

• Local Responsibility for Traffic

lndirea.Jy retlects the impaas of congestion on local areas. but can't
separate local contribution from external contributions.

MEASURE: Accessibility - % Employees within X Mila
DF..FINITION AND

~UREMENT:_
..

>...

. ..

- :•

.

Meamres accessibility of eacb employment area/aclivity c:emer by
measuring the ~ or number of employees (or population) widain a
specified distance. Can be reversed/modified as described for me
minutes-based accessibility mcaure.

...

CONCERNS ADDRF.SSED:

.. .

.

• Congestion

Not a measure of congestion.

• Air Quality

Meuures the potential for VMT savings afforded by reducing ttavel
distanc:es and vice-versa.

• Mobility

Measures the ease of achieving ttavel objectives, but only to me extent
that speeds are uniform.

• Multiple (non-SOV) Modes

Measure is not mode-specific.

• Comistency widl Regional Goals

Should not run coumer to regional goals.

ACCEPTANCE:
• User Oriented
~ "',..Understandable
)
"'-,-:--....~·
Jectivity

-

COST/OPERATIONAL DIFFICULTY:
.

.

Refleas benefit of having travel objectives close at band.
Relatively easy to understand.
As long as measurement rules are firm, OK.

Can be measured manually, with GIS, or widl a highway network
analysis program used in combination wim population and employment
data.

KEY POLICY QUESTIONS:

•

Value as ·Triggering
Mechanism"

Useful as a relatively easy local area measure of balanced land use
·benefits. but does not address congestion.

• Local Accountability for Land
Use

Measures the potential for VMT reduction as a benefit of balanced
land use.

• Local Responsibility for Traffic

Not a measure of congestion.

✓.:',..-.
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Session 5: Identification and Evaluation

Participant's Notebook

TNTRQDJTCTIQN
Given their integration into the systems
planning process, the management systems
play an important role in identifying and
evaluating actions that can be implemented
to solve identified problems. And as was
noted in the previous section on perfonnance
measures, actions targeted at identified
problem locations can originate from several
of the management systems.

The purpose of this session is to provide
participants with an overview of · the
different types of actions and strategies that
can result from the management system
process. The identification of problem
locations, and the subsequent analysis and
evaluation of strategies will be highlighted.

POINT OF DEPARTURE

...,..,,. ,.--~

•
•
•

LINKED TO PLANNING PROCESS
INPUT INTO DECISION MAKING

ACTIONS/STRATEGIES CAN
CONTRIBUTE TO SOLVING MANY
PROBLEMS·

•·

PERFORMANCE :MEASURES LINKED
TO KEY CONCERNS

•

MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS WORKING IN
INTEGRATED FASIDON
e.g., need identification through CMS and IMS will
establish expansion requirements; PTMS will
establish replacement priorities and schedules

Management Systems for Managers

Session S: Strategies ·
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MANAGE:MENT SYSTEMS LEADING
TO STRATEGIBS
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omo DOT'S CORRIDOR IDENTIFICATION

Criteria

Weight

Average Daily/Yearly Traffic

25%

A Commercial Truck Traffic

(20%)

B Class 1/11 Freight Rail

(5%)

Population

20%

Economic Activity

30%

A Manufacturing Establishments

(10%)

B Manufacturing Employment Density

(10%)

C Number Employees

(10%)

Trade/lntermodal Centers

15%

Natural Resources/Agriculture

10%

A Natural ·Resource Centers

(5%)

B Agribusiness Centers

(5%)

USE OF GIS PERMITS "COMBINED FACTORS"
IDENTIFICATION

Q
Management Systems for Managers
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SAVANNAH EXAMPLE

Truck Densities

. Savannah Int1
·, :.Airpon
•• , •

usso

9

Intersection v.ith a Rush Hour Level of Service of "E" or ··r in at least _one di~ction

- ~00 ,,ao:)
~--'
-~ -~ -.....,_ :!)erc:em 01- t~UJ- vo1ume
:-:oresenu:a ov trucx.s

..J

.~vcra~e trucics per cay 11989)
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At-Grade Rail Crossings

Savannah Jnt'.l.
Airpan ..

"

'
••

'

'
••
••

•"

"
"

'

CSX
I

;~verag~ Daily Traffic:

:1.600

11
I

);S
! ..

I

.\t-gracie crossing

I

~aii iine
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TYPES OF STRATEGIES

CMS STRATEGIES
• Transportation demand management
• Traffic operational improvements
• High occupancy vehicle measures
• Public transit capital and operational improvements
• · Nontraditional modes (e.g., bicycles and pedestrian
facilities)
• Congestion pricing
• Growth management and activity center strategies
• Access management techniques
• Incident management
• Intelligent Vehicle-Highway System technologies
• Addition of general purpose lanes

Management Syst~ for Managers

S~ion 5: Strategies
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TRAVEL DEMAND MANAGEMENT
Strate2ic
Traffic

......

......

Llw ·

.:.. ~
oi?'le•..; .. ::
,:,

Planning &
Znnjn~

-

.
..
_
~..-. ,. ,':<,'°
Incaent
' ·1anagement _.::;;~~
,-::
.v

-s·

• Intermodal -- ~
Facilities
~

*Transit/
System

----------rm~
MODIFY TRAVEL BEHAv10R
/

• E::miover
Suri'eon

Prog!'amS

• -~temative
Work
Scl:edules

'

· • Financial
Incentives &
Disc:ntives

IMS STRATEGIES

,. . .
U
'

"Statewide and local strategies and actions that imoprove
the intermodal efficiency for the movement of people and
goods shall be developed and evaluated. Methods for
increasing productivity and the use of advanced
technologies (such as high speed rail) and innovative
marketing techniques (such as just-in-time delivery) sh~
be evaluated where appropriate. The evaluation program
shall determine what project or combination of projects and
actions would most effectively improve·the intermodal"
productivity of transportation systems. in terms of the
established performance measures. for both the short and
long term."
Management Systems for Managers
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PTMS OPTIONS

• Refurbishment
Equipment/facilities restored to adequate levels of
performance without the necessity for major replacement
of parts. Refurbishment should result in the capacity to
sustain existing system performance.

• Rehabilitation
Higher level of investment such that worn or weakened
equipment/facilities are replaced with new parts having
basically the same design/function as the original
equipment.

• Moderniumon
Higher level of investment required when original
equipment/facilities are replaced with new parts having
basically the same design/function as the original
equipment.

·-.... _,,·

Management Syst~ for Managers
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LEVELS OF ASSESSMENT
(Depending on Context)
• International/Global Market
• Inter-State Corridors
•

State

• Regional (Metropolitan Planning)
•

Corridor/Subarea

• Site

TYPES OF ANALYSIS-TOOLS
• Econometric Models
• Input-Output Models
• Logistics Models
• Travel Demand Forecasting
• Elasticity-based Models
• Simulation Models
•

Sketch Planning Tools

•

Commodity Flow Models

• Impact Models (e.g., Air Quality)
•

Capacity and Level of Service Analysis

Management Systerm for Managers

S~ion 5: Strategies
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Competitive Position Principles

The Transportation Facility Improvement

Use of the Transportation Improvement

I

Reduced Transport Cost

Reduced Business Cost in the Corridor

Reduced Prices of Goods and Service

Increased Competitiveness in Corridor

Increased Sales

Increased Production

Increased Economic Impact

Management Systems for Managers
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LINKAGE TO AIR QUALITY CONSIDERATIONS

•

For carbon monoxide and ozone nonattainment areas, the CMS
will provide appropriate levels of analysis for all reasonable
travel demand reduction and operational management strategies
where SOV capacity will be increased.

•

Other TDM and operational management strategies appropriate
for the corridor shall be identified through the CMS.

•

CMS strategies in nonattainment areas shall be developed in
coordination with the transportation control measures of the
State Implementation Plan.

Management Systems for Managers
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FEEDBACK IN CMS
"A process for periodic assessment of the effectiveness of
implemented strategies, in terms of the area's established
performance measures shall be implemented. The results
of the evaluation shall be provided to decisionmakers to
provide guidance on selection of effective strategies for
future implementation."

PROCESS EVALUATION
•

ACTION/STRATEGY ASSESSMENT

•

TYPES OF INFORMATION/DATA

•

AGENCY ROLES/RESPONSIBILITIES

•

TOOLS, TECHNIQUES AND PROCEDURES

•

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF NEW TECHNIQUES
AND TECHNOLOGIES (e.g. DATA COLLECTION)

Management Systems for Managers
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KEY QUESTIONS FOR PRQTECT EVALUATION
•

How effective has project been in meeting objectives?
(Note from whose perspective?)

•

Is the project cost effective?

•

What lessons can be gained from the implementation
strategy?

•

Based on our experience, what characteristics of future
situations are necessary for similar projects to be
successful?

PRIVATE SECTOR vs. PUBLIC SECTOR PERSPECTIVES

Management Systems for Managers
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PROJECT/STRATEGY EFFECTIVENESS
TDM and HOV Strategies
•
•
•
•

Surveys in work place
O-D/market surveys
AVRl(?Ccupancy counts
Travel time studies

TSM and Operational Strategies
• LOS measurement
• Travel time and delay

Incident Management
• Change in incident duration
• LOS on targeted road

Transit
• AVR/Person flow
• Travel time
• Accessibility by income ·category

Capacity Expansion
•
•
•
•

Facility/corridor volumes and LOS
Facility/corridor travel time
Facility/corridor vehicle occupancy
Over long term, effect on land use

IVHS
• Travel time/delay reduction
• System efficiency

Management Systems for Managers
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SVSTE.\1 PERFORMANCE MONITORING

•

SCHEDULE OF DATA
COLLECTION/INFORMATION FLOW

•

AGENCY RESPONSIBILITIES (DATA

COLLECTION STRATEGY)

•

DISPLAY AND USE OF PERFORMANCE
INFORMATION
MICHIGAI~ DOT APPROACH
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DATA COLLECTION STRATEGY

Survey All Agencies

.

I

'

Obtain ca1trans Data
I

'

Assess Data
'

Other Data

I

MPO/RTP A Data

,,
'1

:i

'

--

I

Ccmptete Cata
Connection System

-

'

'

Ceve100 Procedures
for Filling Gaps

'

I

Management Systems for Managers
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Fiil Gaps
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;

Other Cata

... l MPO/RTPA Data
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DATA COLLECTION MANAGEI\IBNT PLAN

.
AGENCY

DATA

I 199.1

•

Travel
Surveys

MPO

Parking
Surveys

City
DPW

Transit
Counts

RTA

•

Highway
Counts

SDOT

•

Attraction
Surveys

MPO

Screcnline
Counts

MPO

Freight
Surveys

SDOT

Corridor
Counts

SOOT

I

J

199s

I
I
I

I

I 1998 I 1999 I 2000 I 2001 I 2002

I t996

1199;

I

l I I•
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I •
•
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•
I
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I

•

•

I
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MANAQ§MENT SYSTEMS; Key

J.

)

· TIAFFIC .CONGF.SnON (CMS)
500.509

J0/1194
JO/1/95(1)
t0/1/96

(a)
(b){I)
(b)(2)
(c)

CMS Compliance Schedule
Work plan wkh activities, responsibnitia, adlechlle for CMS in nonattainment TMAs; mllect data In criticat areM
System fully operational in 1101111tn1ment TMAs and used in MPO and state TIP devdopment
System disiga complete or underway la other •eas; f'ulkcaJe data coUection underway
CMS fully operational In an areas: In use wben developlng MPO and state 11Ps
PUBUC TRANSPORTATION (PTMS)

500.(,09
JOll/94
10/1/95
IO/J/96

(a)
(b)
(c)

PTMS Compliance Schedule
Work plan for PTMS identifying activities, responslbl11tlr.s, and schedule
Condition meuures and data system stntclln'e estabUsbed; and data coUection underway
PTMS fully operational and in use for Jtate and MPO TIP development
INTERMODAL (IMS)

500.709
10/1/94
10/1/95
1011/96

(1)

(b)
(c)

IMS Comptlance Schedule
IMS work plan with activities, responsibilities, lftd schedule developed; Inventories aad data collecdon Initiated
Performance mea.wres and standards established; system design completed or underway; data co11ection underway
IMS fuDy operational and in use when developin1 MPO ad lit.ate TIPs

TRAFFJC MONrl'ORJNG SYSTEM FOR HlGHWAYS (TMSIH)
10/1/94
1011/95(•)
JO/1/96

500.809

TMSm Compliance Schedule

(a)
(b)
(c)

Work pl• for TMSnl with activities, respoulbilltles, schedule for use on NHS
TMSfH for the NHS fatly operational and la me; TMSnt for other roads under development ·
TMS/H fully operational and fn use f'or all public highways

(I) - TMA nonattainment areas and MPO data of significance
(•) - NHS dates of significance

I
-pate;

···· ····-· ··. -

MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS; Compliance Schettpte Dfles

6/1/94

S00.113(c)

State requests for acceptance or existing management system(s) due~ FHW A review/respond In 90 daya

9!3019'

S00.107(b)

Governor must notify FHWA Division Administrator of the. certifying official(s)

10/1/94

S00.709(a)
500.309(a)
500.209(a)
S00.SOCJ(a)
S00.409(a)
500.(JOl)(a)
S00.809(a)

IMS work plan with activities. responslbllkies, and achedu1e developed; inventories & dlll collection begun
Adopted BMS work plan with fonnaHzed objectiYcs, major actiYkies, responsibilities, and schedule
PMS work plan with major activities, responslbllitles, and scbeduJe developed and lllopted
Work plan with actiYltles, responslbllltics, schedule for CMS In 11011attainment TMAs; collect dltl In critical area!
SMS work plan with major activities, responalbllltles, 111d schedule developed and adopted
Work plan for l'TMS Identifying activities, nsponsiblitle&, and sched1le
Work plan for TMHIS wilh activities, responsiblllties, schedule developed for NHS by 1011/95; other mads by 10/1/%

S00.107(c)
S00.109{a)
500.IOIJ(e)

Certification statement due to FHWA by Jaauary l of each year• beginning lfl /9S
USDOT may withhold fltad1 for m1y FY after 9/30/95 from states falling to submlt umual catlfication
Worl: plan for the TMS/H due to FHW A.

1011/95
l0/1195(1)
1011/95
10/1/95(•)
10/119S

500.109(a)
S00.409(b)
500.l()IJ(b)
S00.609(b)
S00.709(b)
500.S09(b)(I)
S00.509(b)(l)
S00.209(b)(I)
S00.209(b){'2)

tofl/95(•)

500.809(b)

Must be imi,Jementing management systems by FY S99S; must certify annually 1lo usoor Secretary
SMS completed or underway
BMS design completed or underway; data conection underway
Condition measures and data system structure established; and data collec:tlon underway
Performance measures and standards established; system design completed or underway; da:ta collection underway
System fuJJy operational in nonanahunent TMAs and used in MPO and state 11P development
System desJp complete or underway In other areas; fuJl-scale data cotlecdon underway
PMS for NHS system operatlonal and ased in TIP demopment
PMS for non-NHS syatm under development
TMSnt for lhe NHS fully operational and In use; TMSm for other mads under development

10/1/96
10fll96
10/1196
10/1196
10/1196

S00.7®(c)
500.009(c)
S00.309(c)
S00.409(c)
SOO.S09(c)
500.BOCJ(c)

JMS fully operational and in use whea developlnJ MPO and sute 11P1
Yl'MS fully operational ud Jn ase ror state ad MPO 11P development
BMS fvtJy operational ud in VK wlten deYeto,lng state and MPO 11Ps
SMS fully opentlonal ud in use as part of HSP. SEP• MPO and state TIP development
CMS fully operational In all areas; ill use when developinr MPO and statB T1Ps
TMSIH fully Ofleratlonal and in use for all public highways

IOll/97

500.209(c)

PMS for non-NHS ~y.11tem fully 11perationaf and in use when developing state and MPO TIPs

t0/1194

I0/1194
IO/J/94
1011/94
JO!l/94
10/1/94
J/J/95
1/1/9S
Jltl9S

t0/J/9S

rO/J/95
1011/95
JO/l/95

J0/1/96

Notes:
(I) - TMA nonatulnment areas and MPO dates of significance
(•) - NHS dates of significance
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Incorporating lntermodalism into
Transportation Planning

. -1

The Intermodal Management System as a Foundation
MICHAEL D. MEYER
he lntermodal Management System (IMS) is one of the more challenging of the six management
s,·$ti:ms required by the lntermodal Surr~~-c Transportation Efficiency Act of
l~~I {)STEA). At its very heart, 1\.15
encompasses much of what !STEA
in1,nded as a shift in the transportation
p!Jnning process: increased emphasis on
1n1c:rmodalism and greater use of perform.ince-based planning tools. As noted in
th~ Interim Final Rule for the management systems. IMS is

T

a systematic process of, l) identi~ing
key linkages between one or more
modes of transportation. where the
perfonnance or use of one mode \\ill
affect another, 2) defining strategies
for improving the effectiveness of
these modal interactions. and 3) evaluating and implementing these strategies to enhance the o\'Crall performance of the transporution system.

•
•

Importantly, l~IS is to be developed in
coordination with the Congestion Managrment System (CMS) and the Public
Tr.insportation ~1anagcment Srstem
(PT~S). This coordination can. occur
through ihe types of strategiel and
options that are to be considered by each
of these systems, by the definition of the

Michael D. Meyer is Professor a~d Director
of the Transportation Research and Educati"'1 Crnter, Georgia Institute of Technology.

targeted transportation system, and with
the identification of compatible performance measures. In addition, IMS, CMS.
and PTMS are to be integrated with the
transportation planning process at the
state and metropolitan le,·els.

the intermodal elements of the transportation system, IMS can pro,ide significant
input into the process of resohing many of
these issues.

New Challenges
linking Modes
Crucial to this definition of an IMS is the
concept of links (or connections) from
one mode to another that are often inherent in many trips. Transportation professionals ha\'e known for years that terminals or transfer points are major
bonlenecks for the efficient mo\'ement of
people and goods.
IMS now pro,ides a means of highlighting these issues in the planning
process. The types of planning and policy
issues that can be considered as part of
IMS planning process include such things
as physical constraints that limit the access
to intermodal facilities (e.g., bridge height
restrictions and posted bridge weights for
truck access), coordination and transferabiliry (e.g., delays caused at highway and
rail or wate~·ar crossings), delivery and
collection (e.g., landside access to airports
and truck curbside restrictions), safety .
(e.g., bicycle and pedestrian safety at highvolume locations), legal and regulatory
issues (e.g., truck route restrictions), and
economic and emironmental impacts
(e.g., economic impact of railroad abandonment). By focU5ing its system monitoring and strategy identification activities on

Although each of the !STEA management
S)'Stems has its own set of challenges
associated \\ith development and implementation, 1\-IS represents a true departure from many characteristics of transportation planning as it has traditionally
occurred. The key elements of this departure include the follo\\ing:
• Goods movement. l~IS focuses on the
intennodal movement of people and goods.
However, transportation planning has not
had a long record of successfully dealing
\\ith goods movement, from either a technical or process perspective. IMS now
places greater emphasis on these issues.
• Data collection and analysis. The
effective analysis and evaluation of the
inrennodal movement of people and goods
needs to be based on data that describe
such movement and that can be used to
forecast future trip patterns and needs .
Much of this information will probably
come from private sources where proprietary issues could become significant
• Measures of system performance.
The basic foundation of IMS is the identification of performance measures that
represent what is truly important in the
role of transportation in the economy and
TR News 173, July-August l 994
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Incorporating lntermodalism con1i1111<d from pag< JO

IMS Dc\'elopment
~lost states art in the early stages or de,·d
oping their l~IS. Ont or the first steps in
1~1S dcvell,pment is an invcntol)· of intermocbl fac,litics ; this st.-p appears to be .the
one that is most ad\'Jnced among the
states. Ohi<'. ror example. has conducted
.in estcnsi\'e im entory of intermodal facil ities. as ha,·e Calirorn1a and se"cral other
states . Given that su,h an im·entory is to
be completed by Ocwber. it should not be
surprising that this ekm.:nt or a sw1e·s l'.\1S
has rccei\'ed most attention.
ransportation planners and decision makcon1inu<d on pdgt: 44
30

The real test of IMS deHlopmcnt.
howc,·er. "ill be the identification or performance measures. Only a rev. states
have reached this stage or de,·elopment.
with many states not likely to 1dentHy
such measures until later in the year.
Some exlmples or performance measures
include time for tr.insrer or people and
goods from one mode 10 ,mother (Ohio.
Florida). reliability or tra\"el lime (California) . and safety record (Oregon) .
In sum. 1\.1S is potentially one or the
most important innorations resulting
from !STEA . More than any other tool
a\'ailable to planners. it has the greatest
chance or firmlr embedding the "I" from

ISTE.-l. into transportation planning Ir
addition. by opening the pbr.nin.:
process to many users or the transpJrtJ.
tion system who haH not been !-.eJr~
before. 1~1S takes a major step in i:--.a 0 .
ducing a custC'mer pcrspecti\·e into th,
planning and decisi ...,n-making proc~;;t~

TR ~-,."·s 17.3. July-:\ugust 1994
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State Management Systems
Overview of ISTEA Requirements
and Current Implementation
DANE ISMART
he lntermodal Surface Transponation Efficiency Act of 1991
(ISTEA) requires the de\·elopment and implementation by
the states of six management systems. Congress included the management systems in
!STEA legislation for several reasons. U.S.
highway and transit systems are aging and
the nation is faced \\ith tight financial constraints and increased environmental concerns. Planning must therefore focus on
how to use the transportation systems
more effecti\·elr and address the public·s
higher performance expectations.
Management systems are the ke)· to
addressing these concerns and effectively
managing existing transportation systems
and resources. In its response , Congress
included the following management systems in !STE.\:

T

•

I. Pa\·ement Management System (PMS),
2. Bridge Management System (B\1S),
3. Safety Management System (SMS) .
4 . Congestion Management System
(CMS),
5. Public Transportation and Equip ment Management System (PTMS) , and
6. lntermodal Management System
(IMS) .

Dane lsmart is an lntermodal Enginur
with the Federal Highway Administration.
2
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In addition to the management systems.
states are required to develop. establish.
implement, and operate on a continuous
basis a traffic-monitoring system (TMS) .
The purpose of TMS is to pro,·ide traffic
data to support the management systems as
well as studies and programs of the U.S.
Department of Transportation.
On December 1, 1993, the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) and the Federal Transit ,\dministration (FTA) jointly
issued an interim rule for the six management s>·stems and the traffic-monitoring
system. The regulation was issued as an
interim instead of a final rule because of
concerns about the data burden that
states , metropolitan planning organizations (MPOs), and local agencies may
have during the implementation and
continual operation of these systems.
Although FHWA and FT A belie,·e that
much of the data needed to implement
management systems currently exists and
is available to states, an evaluation of the
data burden is being conducted by FHWA
and FT A. Comments on the data burden
have been recei\·ed by these agencies and
estimates of the data effort required by the
regulation wtll be submitted to the Office
of Management and Budget.
After review and analysis of the data
burden and comments, the Interim Final
Rule will be completed. Although the management srstem regulations have not yet

recei\·ed final acceptance from the Office of
Management and Budget, all requirements
of the Interim Final Rule were effecti\·e as
of January 3, 1993, and remain so.
The Interim Final Rule provides a common framework for all six management
systems. Each management system should
be the result of a systematic process
designed to assist decision makers in
selecting cost-effective strategies and
actions to improve the efficiency and safety
of. and protect the investment in , the
nation·s transportation infrastructure. The
results of the management systems should
be entered into the statewide and metropolitan planning process and the dC\·elopment of State Transportation lmpro"ement
Programs (STIP) and Metropolitan Transportation Improvement Programs (TIP) .
Although the interim rule provides
flexibility , a basic structure is required for
all management systems. Each management system should include the follo"ing
elements:
1. Identification of performance measures,
2. Data collection and analysis,
3. Determination of needs,
· 4. Evaluation and selection of appropriate strategies and act ions to address
needs. and
5. Evaluation of the effectiveness of the
implemented strategies and actions.

5. Evaluation of the efkcti"eness of
the implemented strategies and actions.
The states' progress on the implementation of the management systems \'aries
based on their experience with management systems before the passage of
ISTEA. Many states ha\'e had pre\'ious
cx~rience in the establishment of bridge
and pavement management systems as
well as safety management srstems. Howe\·er, very few states ha\·e had previous
experience with congestion, intermodal,
or public transportation and equipment
management systems. Lack of experience
and examples of ongoing management
systems ha\·e created a need for technical
guidance, especially for C!'-tS. l~tS, and
PT!'-1S. Efforts are currently under way by
FH\\':\ and FTA to prO\'ide technical
guidance and prototype manJgement systems 10 assist states and ~1POs.
States with existing management systems were ad\ised that they could submit
documentation to FHW:\ by June 1,
1994. requesting acceptance in lieu of
de,·elopinga new system. Required documentation included demonstrating that
the existing system meets the interim rule
requirements and re0ects the \'iews of all
affected agencies. Se\'eral states and
~1POs indicated that requests for accepting existing systems would be submitted.
For states that are establishing new or
modified systems. serious challenges exist
in de\·eloping coordination among the six
management systems. Many states have
formed separate comminees or task forces
for each management system . Howe\'er,
establishing coordination among the six
management systems can be elusi\'e when
den~loped separately by independent
committees.
One approach that state departments of
transpom1ion (DOTs) are taking to
de\·elop coordination among their management systems is through the application of
geographic information systems (GIS).
States such as California and ~ichigan are
conducting extensive efforts for creating
GIS-based systems that will provide data
integration for all the managemeni srstems.
· Also. GlS-T, a national pool -funded study
with the participation of more than 40
states, is currently under way. The purpose
of the project is to de\'elop a GIS that states
4
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may use for coordinating the data base
required for all six management systems.
Although establishing coordination
within state DOTs may be difficult. coordination mar also be hard 10 establish
among the states and ~tPOs during the
de\'elopment and operation of management systems. The state has the responsibility for establishing the management
systems, except for congestion n1anagement systems in transportation management areas (urbani:ed areas with populations of more than 200,000) . States
should coordinate the congestion management system acti\·ities to ensure compatibility of the systems and their results.
Technical coordination between the
states and ~IPOs will also be necessary for
establishing performance measures and
data-collection responsibilities. \\'hen
coordination has not been established,
local agencies and !'-1POs ha\'e become
unsure about what role the)· will han in
the creation and operation of management systems.
The roles and responsibilities of the
states. ~IPOs, and other agencies inrnh·ed
should be mutually determined. States
may enter into agreements with other
agencies but the state remains responsible
for o,·erseeing the coordination of the
management system aCli\'itics and taking
correctin action . including implementing
systems at the regional and local le\'cls if
necessary.
By October I. 1995, the states must
de\'elop work plans that identify major
acti\'ities and responsibilities for implementing the management systems . The
work plans should include time schedules. identification of anilable resources,
and a discussion of how the management
systems will be coordinated. The work
plans must be submiued as part of the
January 1. 1995 . certification statement.
The states will be certifring that the management systems are being implemented
in accordance with the compliance schedule specified in the interim rule.
States failing to certify that they are
implementing the management systems
may bc subject to withholding of up to 10
percent of the funds apportioned to the
state under Title 23. U.S.C. , and to any
recipient under the Federal Transit Act.

Before imposing anr sanctions, FHWA
will notify the state of the actions necessary to correct deficiencies in the implementation of the systems.
~1anagcment system de\·elopment and
implementation by the states and MPOs is
an ernhing process. As the learning cur\'e
on management srstems progresses. it is
ine\·itable that states and ~1POs will find it
necessary to make modifications to their
systems as th~y gain operational experience.
For many states the most diHicult part
of implementing management systems is
taking the first step. Uncertainty on how
to develop management systems led to
inertia in the implementation of the systems. States and MPOs. howenr. should
rerngni:e that the management systems
that are in place l O years from now may
be significantly different from those that
were initially implemented. The management system program is a continuous
process that will impro\'e O\'er time.
•.\dditioni1l inform11ti,m on FHWA management system technical assistance and
courses ma.\ be obtained from Dane Ismart,

Deen Retires; Skinner Named
New TRB Director
Thomas B. Deen will retire after 14 years
of distinguished sel"\ice as Executive
Director of the: Transportation R~rch
Board. Bruce M. Alberts, Chairman of
the National Research Council, has
announced the appointment of Rohen
E. Skinner. Jr .. to succeed Deen. The
lnlnsition \\ill take effect later this year.
Dec:n presided o\'er TRB's growth
into new research areas and modes. initiating a program of policy studies on critical national transportation issues while
enhancing the quality of lnlditional programs including technical committee
acti\ities, the Annual ~1eeting. publications. the Transporution Research Information Senices, and the National Cooperative Highway Research Program. The
size and scope of TRB's programs grew
significantly during Deen's tenure.
Skinner joined TRB in 1983, becoming Director of the Studies and Information Services Division in 1986. Under his
direction, the division has performed key
studies, earning the Board a reputation
for authoritative analysis of national
lnlnsportation policy issues.

•

.

Program

Workshop Objectives

·... ~/~. :~.-·!: .:. ·

ISTEA Managenii~~-S~tems

• Understand the concept of the JSTEA management
systems;
~ Understand the legislative and regulatory requirements for the implementation of the management
systems;
, Understand the common elements of the management systems, and the overall structure and interrelationships of the management systemS;
~ Understand the necessary steps to successfully design,
implement, and administer management systems.

October 13, 1994 • 8:00 a.in. to 5:00 p.m.
Southern California ., ....• ,
Association of ~~i'.s .·.
818 West Seventh Street, .l ith fioor,
Downtown Los Angeles' , ; ' : , .·'
:· "'

..

R.S.V.P.
_Yes, I will be attending the ISTEA Management
Systems Workshop at S10 per person
Name
Company
Title
· Address . _ _,;,;._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

J' .·-·

Registration ~ coffee

8:oo

,.

8:30

·,:·

City

Welcome

Phone

Identification of key Issues

FAX

· Enclosed is my check for $1 O x __. = ____
10:00

Who Should Come

10:15

Elected Officials
Transit Operators
Trucking & Railroad Companies
Shipping and Delivery Service Companies
U.S. DOT
Caltrans
County Transportation Commissions
Sub-regional transportation planners
:· ,.~ .... !.

1:00

2:30

..,
~

. .:-.,:
.

•.

-~ ..~. ~ _... ...
.. .

~-: .~. ,:-

\
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